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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!



MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S020PA

Telephones;

Southampton 20855 (STD 0703)
West End 4651 (STD 04218)

Directors:

NEVILLE DICKINSON M.I.C.M.

RICHARD 'DICK' HIGGSD.Art.

DICK KIGGS IS CURRENTLY RENEV^ING ALL THE
NAPOLEONIC 25 MM. FIGURES. LISTED HERE ARE THE FRENCH
LIGHT CAVALRY, JUST A FEW OF THE MANY NOW AVAILABLE

Suggested Horse reference numbers are shown at the right of the Figure

F.N.C. 1 Line Chasseur a Cheval N.14
F.N.C. 21 Line Chasseur a Cheval Officer N.16
F.N.C. 41 Line Chasseur a Cheval Trumpeter N.14
F.N.C. 56 Line Chasseur a Cheval Standard N.14

RIDER

9P

HORSE

lip

FOOT

8p

GUNS

40p
45p

F.N.C. 5 Line Hussar
(1814 Shako)

F.N.C. 25 Line Hussar Officer
(1814 Shako)

F.N.C. 45 Line Hussar Trumpeter
(1814 Shako)

F.N.C. 59 Line Hussar Standard
(1814 Shako)

F.N.C. 9 Light Horse Lancer
F.N.C. 29 Light Horse Lancer

Officer

F.N.C. 49 Light Horse Lancer
Trumpeter

F.N.C. 63 Light Horse Lancer
Standard

F.N.C. 12 Line Hussar
F.N.C. 32 Line Hussar Officer

F.N.C. 52 Line Hussar Trumpeter
F.N.C. 64 Line Hussar Standard

N.14

N.17

N.14

N.14

N.14

N.16

N.14

N.14

N.14
N.17

N.14

N.16

POSTAGE

£1 lOp
£2 15p
£3 20p
£4 25p
£5 30p
£6 35p
£7 40p
£8 45p
£9 50p
£10 55p

F.N.C. 13 Guard Chasseur a Cheval N.15

F.N.C. 33 Guard Chasseur a Cheval Officer N.17
F.N.C. 53 Guard Chasseur a Cheval Trumpeter N.15
F.N.C. 73 Guard Chasseur a Cheval Standard N.17

NEW FULL CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW SOp
IT PAYS TO USE

25mm. Miniature Figurines 15mm. Miniature Figurines

I £J DOES YOUR LOCAL A J| I |VI I C I O W>A\/£ YOU ASKED
LE HOBBIES SHOP STOCK IVII IV I T I \J O THEM IF THEY WILL?

THE BEST NAME IN WARGAME FIGURES

ABSOLUTE AUTHENTICITY FOR THE DISCERNING



ym INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

GUARDHOUSE FIGURES 54 mm
THE ARMIES OF NAPOLEON II

NAP I The Empercr Napoleon £
NAP 2 Old Guard Officer 5
NAP 3 Old Guard Grenadier
Nap a Guardsman—Horse Chasseurs K
NAP 5 Hussar Trooper (Elite Co.) K
NAP 6 Light Infantry Officer K

THE ARMIES OF WELLINGTON

WEL I The Duke of Wellington K
WEL 1 Line Infantry Officer K
WEL 3 Line Infantry Private K
WEL 4 Highland Officer K
WEL 5 Highland Private K
WEL 6 Light Infantry Officer K
WEL 7 Light Infantry Private K
WEL 8 Rifle Brigade Officer K
WEL 9 Rifle Brigade Private K
WEL 10 Scots Greys Private

NEW BOOKS
Military Pistols & Revolvers £0.75
RIPFEB £5.60
Model Soldiers (Paper) R/P £0.95
Naval Review 1897 £2.50
Naval Review 1897 £1.20
Naval Swords £1.50
Old Brit Model Soldiers £1.40
Percussion Guns & Rifles £1.70
Rapiers £1.25
Red Army Uniforms 1944 £0.75
Register of Regiments £6.50
Russian Pistols 17th Cty. £1.50
Russian Inf Weapons WWII £1.50
Russian Tanks 1900-1970 £5.50
Schools & Masters of Fence £3.00
Scottish Badges 1793-1971 £1.80
Scottish Swords & Dirks £1.70
R/P FEB £7.29
Sword & Bayonet Makers £2.00
Tanks of the World £6.40
Treatise on Smallarms 1888 £2.50
War in the Air Vol I £4.40
War in the Air Vol 2 £4.40
Wings of War £2.60
World Military Aviation £3.60

BOOKS
Ships & A.F.Vs
The Churchill £3.15
Fighting Vehicles of the Red Army £1.50
British Tanks & Fighting Vehicles £2.10
The Battle of the Coral Sea £2.95
Malta Striking Forces £2.60
The Naval Annual (Special Price) £1.80
British Shipping 1914 £3.00
German Armoured Cars

of WWI I £3.50
Allied Bayonets of WWI I £i.25
British & German Tanks

of WWI I £1.25
Flintlock Pistols £1.50
Percussion Guns & Rifles £1.70
Flintlock Guns & Rifles £1.70
Blunderbusses £1.50
Battle Ships of WWI I £6.40
Small Arms of the World £7.20
Panzers in Russia, Eastern Front

1941-44 £4.75
The German Paratroops 1939-45 £4.75
Supermarine Spitfire (Special Price) 95p
Republic Thunderbolt
(Special Price) 95p

Stuka Junkers 87 (Special Price) 95p
Air Facts & Feats £2.95
The Fighting Tanks 1916-33

(Special Price) £3.00
Half Tracks - Scammel Vehicles
(Special Price) £1.00

Tanks are Mighty Fine Things
(Special Price) £2.00

Aircraft in Colour £6.00
Automatic Pistols
(Special Price) £2.00

IN

Please add 8% to all orders
including cost of postage and
packing except books.

 KIT FORM WITH FULL
ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING GUIDE,
EASY TO FOLLOW
KNIGHTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES

KN I The Black Prince
KM 2 The Dauphin of France
KN 3 Nobleman in armour 1400
KN 4 Knight in armour 1400
KN 5 Knight in armour 1415
KN 6 Knight in Transitional armour 1330
KN 7 Knight in Crecy armour I 345
KN 8 Knight in Italian armour 1465
KN 9 Knight in Gothic armour 1480
KN 10 Crusader in surcoat 1200
KN I I Knight in Helm 1250
KN 12 Knight in Crested Helm 1285
KN 13 French Crossbowman 1340-1440
KN 14 French Foot Soldier 1340-1440
KN 15 English Foot Soldier 1340-1440

ALL 50p PER KIT

KING WHITE

FIGURES
German Figures

1  Infantryman, rifle slung
2 Officer, peaked cap walking out dress
3 Afrika Korps Infantryman, advancing,

shorts
4 Paratrooper, kneeling with small arms
5 NCO Paratrooper, kneeling auto

weapon

6 Infantry Officer pointing
7 Officer forage cap, pointing
8 Afrika Korps Infantryman advancing
9 N.C.O. at ease
10 Afrika Korps Infantryman arm raised
I I Afrika Korps Infantryman dispatch

case

12 Paratrooper at ease
13 Paratrooper throwing grenade
20 Paratrooper grenade stance

British Figures

15 Infantryman aiming bren
16 Infantryman sten gun kneeling
17 Lieutenant small arms
18 Infantryman sten gun standing
19 Infantryman grenade stance

46p each
Further British & U.S. figures
available shortly.

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now
m third edition 90p

1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
12^ and 15mm figures 60p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based
on the Infantry scale for 54mm
figures each 60p

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has
provisions for all aspects of
tactical land action. For '20'
figures and models 90p

Reference books
Armies of the Macedonian & Punic
Wars. Covers period 350-150
BC £1.30

Armies & Enemies of Imperial
Rome I50BC-AD600 £1.75

MIDORI
MIDORI 1/76 A.F.Vs
Patton M 48 - Sherman
Type 61 (Jap) - Stalin
Type 4 (Jap) - Wivelwind

2Sp each

POSTAGE:
'  MINIMUM charge ISp

Orders up to £1.00—ISp
„ £1.00 to £2.00—30p

£2.00 to£3.00—40p
„  £3.00 to£4.00—SOp
,, £4.00 to £10.00—60p
,. over £10.00—FREE

SALE OF DECALS
Pick any 10 for £1.00 (plus VAT & Post)
BUT please, give alternatives as we have
only limited stocks. This offer is whilst
stocks last,
1/72 scale
Modelmark
Sheet I. Messerschmitt Bf I09E-7U2

Bf I IOC-4. Me 262A-IA
Sheet 2. USAF 4ch Fighter Group

P47C-S-RE. PS ID. PS IB.
Sheet 3. Black Eagle Squadrons

FWI90A-3. A6A Intruder
F I02A Delta Dagger.

STOPPEL
No I I ID letter Yellow

14 Roundels & Sqdn Badges
Italy WWI I. (Fasces)

22 Black ID squared off style.
24 Yellow ID squared off stvie
26 Dark Blue ID squared off style
37 Squares & Scars Blue red.
38 Squares & Stars green yellow.

HIS AIR DEC
72018-39 American National Insignia

1943 red outline 20-60"
72026-79 German Sqdn Codes

1-20 metre black.
72034-39 Turkish Morane Saulnier

MS 406
72038-39 German Sqdn codes

Red 90 metre
72041-79 German Sqdn codes

60 metre white
72053-79 German Sqdn codes

90 metre yellow
72068-39 German and American

Plain colour red.
72069-39 German and American

Plain colour white
72070-39 German and American

Plain colour yellow.
ALMARK
A2 RAF B Type roundels
A7/8 RAF Type C and Cl Roundels
A9/I0 RAF Type A and Al Roundels
Al l German WWI various crosses^
AI3 Luftwaffe Fighter code *

numbers solid and outline
AIS J.G.3. Udet Mass Bf 109 EFG
AI6 Luftwaffe underwing and Fuselrge

crosses WWI I
AI7 Luftwaffe upperwing crosses

also simplified upperwing and
Fus Crosses WWI I

A20 Post War British Type Roundels
18". 24" and 36"

A2I German Staffel Markings
A22 German Fighter Group Markings
A23 RAF Fin Flashes 1940-47
A24 Italian Air Force Wing Fasces

and Code Nos 1038-43
S.3 Avro Lancaster Bl Halifax BVll

Battle of Britain
C.I Me Bf I09E
C.2 Hurricane and Defiant
DE FREY
Sheet 4 USAAF 8th Air Force

P47D & M Thunderbolts
including 1/48 scale

AUTHENTICALS
Sheet I. P5IB
1/46 Scale REPLICA
Sheet Z4 Gladiator & Fury.
ALMARK 54MM FLAGS
Fl French Napoleonic Guard Regts
F2 French Napoleonic Guard Regts
F3 French Napoleonic Guards Regts
20mm FLAGS OTHERWISE AS ABOVE
F.3/20mm,
ALMARK 1/76 A.F.Vs
T1. Afrika Korps Palms
T7/8 US Army and Allied Scts

US National marks & h os
TI3 Airborne and Infantry Divs
T14 Russian Tank Markings
TI6 Arms of Service Signs.
TS2 Markings for Lee Grart

in 5 Theatres of war
TS3 Israeli Jeeps, M3s, half tracks,

Syrian.
TS4 Israeli M 48 Pacton, Centurion 5,

Super Sherman.
1/30. 1/40

LT2 Turret Numbers SS Panzer Div
Markings

KEW HINCHLIFFE
American War of Independence
25mm figures are now available
Send S.A.E. for list which also
includes some
French Napoleonic 54mm
Assyrian 75mm and
Prussian 90mm figures.
Zulu War 1879
British 24th Foot Privates

CSI Standing Firing
CS2 Standing loading
CS3 dead
CS4 Wielding rifle
CSI5 Zulu with shield and Assigl or

knobkerry.
American War of Independence
F57 Maryland Drummer boy
FSB Private Jersey Blues
F59 Civilian 'Minute man'
F60 Capt Cherburnes Continental Regt.

All above £1.05 each

ROSE FIGURES
PERSONALITIES.

37 Empress Marie Louise in court
dress (a)

37 Napoleon in overcoat (b)
52 Marshal Ney, Mounted undress

uniform.
53 Marshal Bessieres.
66 Rouscan the Mameluk.
67 Caron d'Hevilley.
79 Josephine in Soiree Dress.
80 General Rommel with map case
91 Queen Charlotte (a) or King

George I I I (b).
92 Duke of Wellington (a)
92 Lady Wellington (b)
93 Vice-Admiral Nelson.
167 General Montgomery on D-Day

1944.
190 Colonel Cameron 1800-15.

MISCELLANEOUS.

49 French Private 1754-1763, with
musket e (a) or m (b).

50 French Officer 1754-1763,
espontoon (a) or drawn
sword (b).

51 French Sergeant 1754-1763
with halberd (a)

51 French Officer 1754-1763 with
colour (b)

117 Preobrashenski Regt. 1908-1914
Officer (a) or Private (b).

118 Preobrashenski Regt. Drummer
1908-1914, (a).

1 18 Preobrashenski Regt. Bugler
1908-1914, (b).

119 German Colour Bearer 1880-1914.
120 Baylors Dragoons 1775.
172 Russian Standard Bearer 1908-1914,

GROWING
MONEY
Our "Growing Money" cards
are a super way to save for
the more expensive models.
Birthday and Christmas
presents.

YOUR MONEY GROWS AS

YOU SAVE so very, very
rapidly with B.M.W.
Details gladly on request.

BMW MODELS, 327-329 HAYDONS ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19 TELEX 928374 01-540 7333/4



PETITE PRECISION
a power tool for the modeller

Victors Hobbies

Johannesburg S.A.

Seagull Models
Kensington

Michaels Models
N. Finchley

Evingtons
5 Alexandra Road,
Grimsby

City Models & Toy
Elliott St.,
Liverpool 1

F. Knight & Son
Bath Street,
Abingdon, Oxor.

Avicraft Ltd.
Chatterton Road,
Bromley, Kent

Diameter:
33 mm

Weight: 1 60 g

Length:
125 mm

Torgue:
"105 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST

The high power 'palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v,
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied in a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand — an optional
extra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case — for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES — Complete SUPER-30 kit as illustrated Oess batteries,
30 tools) £14.00 30p p.p.
Mk. I I Drill Stand £3.50 17p p.p.
Drill only £6.65 25p p.p.

SUPER-10 Kit in SVi x 2 x 4 in. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit.

.^W1 //

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit In
case showing space for
stand

Sole Distrlbutors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Send SAE for illustrated leaflets arxJ order form Tel. 01 977 0878

TRADE DESCRIPTIONS
ACT 1968

Descriptions of equipment
shown are correct at the
time of going to press, but
are subject to alteration.
Details of any alterations
are available on request-
Precision Petite Ltd. reserve
the right to change designs
and technical specifications
without notice



HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

February 1975 additions to range

This month sees the introduction of our new Science Fiction range based on the Martian Books
of Edgar Rice Burroughs.
A mixture of both man and animal, sword and radium gun, these beings and their war-like
civilisation blend together to make the ideal fantasy Wargame series.

Science Fiction (SF)

SF1 Red Martian Chief 9p eg 8
SF2 Red Martian Warrior, radium rifle 9p / Macedonian
SF3 Red Martian Warrior, sword and dagger 9p Elephant
SF4 Red Martian Maiden with pistol 9p r 25mm
SF5 Black Martian, radium rifle 9p .

SF7 White Martian Warrior, sword 9p JjJjt

SF10 John Carter — Martian War Lord 9p

SF16 Red Martian mounted on Thoat 27p ^ .
SF17 Green Martian on large Thoat 54p f ' I '

' A-; '

PAC 4

Palmerian

Camelman

25mm

54mm American War of Independence (F)

F65 Morgans Rifles
F66 Indian in Military Jacket
F67 Indian on raid

F68 Prussian Grenadier Sergeant
F69 British Officer with Standard

54mm Zulu War Series (CS)

CS7 British 24th Foot Private clubbing with rifle
088 British 24th Foot Officer with revolver

CS19 Zulu wounded in prone position with head raised
CS20 Zulu running

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

Our manufacturers in the U.S.A.: Heritage Models Inc. 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas. Texas 75220

We recommend for all our products

PRICES QUOTED ARE THOSE PREVAILING AT PRESS DATE AND ARE SUBJECT TO ALTERATION DUE TO ECONOMIC CONDITIONS



1300
British I German
Crusader Tank

Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank,
Churchill Tank

Cromwell Tank
Number Armoured Car
25 pdr.Gun{Firjng)
25 pdr.Gun(Limbered)
1 7 pdr.Gun(Firjng)
6 pdr.Gun(Firing)
Daimler Scout Car

Scorpion Flail
Centaur A.R.V.
Austin Bowser

Bedford Q.L. 3 ton truck
British A9 Tank

Vickers Light Tank
White Scout Car

Stag Hound Armoured Car
2 pdr.Gun(Firjng)
Quad Truck

Bishop S.P.Gun
Bofors Quad

Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car
Archer 17 pds. S.P.Gun
A13 Cruiser Tank

A30 Challenger
Bren Carrier

Scammell Pioneer

Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3 ton Truck
Austin 30cwt. Truck

A.E.C. Mk.l Armoured Car
Morris 15cwt. Radio Truck

Morris 15cwt. Bowser
Crusader ill A.A.

Priest S.P.G.
Number Staff Car

American

Grant Tank

Sherman Tank

Stuart Tank

M3 Halftrack
ton Jeep

155,mm Howitzer
M8 Armoured Car
Sherman Firefly
Chev.L.R.D.G. Truck
MIOTank Destroyer
M18 Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.
Mack 6x6 Truck

Chev. 30cwt. Truck

M36 Tank Destroyer
Pershing

Pz.Kpfw.l Tank
Pz.Kpfw.M Tank
Pz.Kpfw.lll Tank
Pz.Kpfw.lV Tank F1
P2.IVF2
Pz.lV ous.H

Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank

Jagdpanther
Stug.lli Assault Gun
Elephant
Pz.Kpfw. 4.7 cm.Pak(t)
Sd.Kfz. 7(88 Tractor)
M/C Combination
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
Diamler Benz 3000L Truck
Pz.Kpfw. 38(t)
Sturmtiger
Opel Maultier Halftrack
Sd.Kfz. 250

Sd.Kfz. 250/8 7.5cm.L/24
Sd.Kfz. 250/9 Armoured Car
Diamler Benz Bowser

Marder III Pak 76.2mm.(R)
Kubelwagen

Sd.Kfz.234/4 Armoured Car
7.5 Pak 40

Sd.Kfz.233 Armoured Car.
7.5 L24

Sd.Kfz. 232 Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)

Russian

KV1 Tank

T34/76 Tank
T34/85 Tank
KV2 Tank
SU 76 Assault Gun
M39 Anti-Tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun
BA-IOM Armoured Car
SU 85 Assault Gun
SU 122 Assault Gun
Stalin Tank

Gaz 4x6 Truck
Gaz 4x4 Truck
BT 7 Tank

JS 11 Tank

Katyuska Rocket Launcher

KV/85 Tank

Ml 3/40 Tank
Sermovente 75/18
Autoblinda Armoured Car

8.8cm Flak(Firing)
8.8cm Flak(Limbered)
5.0cm Pak 38(Firing)
7.5cm Pak 40(Firing)
8.8cm Pak 43(Firing)
Sd.Kfz.222 Armoured Car
Steyr 1500 Field Car
PzFH Wespe 105 mm S.P.Gun
Nashorn 88 mm S.P.Gun
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Marder III

Jagdpjanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Sd.Kfz.7(0pen top)
Kettenkrad

SiG33/150 mm S.P.G. 38(t)
37 mm A.A. S.P.G.
Sd.Kfz. 251 Halftrack

Sd.Kfz. 251/7 Engineers Vehicle
Sd.Kfz. 251/9 75 mm L24
Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame Thrower
Sd.Kfz. 251/17 A.A. 20 mm
Nebetwerfer

Saurer Heavy Truck
S.W.S. 40 Halftrack

Mercedes Staff Car

Ostwmd AA S.P.G.
Sd.Kfz.250/7 80mm

-  S.P Mortar

Skytrex
ship models
WORLD WAR I VESSELS - 1/3000 SCALE

Great Britain

l^8^e
^NEW!

MODERN 1/300
MICROARMOUR.

Abbott S.P.G. IC
M60A1 M.B.T. K
M60A2 M.B.T. K

Sheridan light tank 1(
Fax armoured cor C

Solodin ornnaured car i
S-Tonk.Swedish (

Jgpz Konone {

REMEMBER!

WE STOCK MANY OTHER

ITEMS-Send a stamped self
addressed envelope for our
list or ring the shop

VESSEL

•Dreadnought
•St. Viticeni

* Bellerophon
•Colossus
•Qrioti

•King George V
'  *lron Duke
•Queen Elizabeth
* Royal Sovereign
•invincible

•Indefatigable
* Lion

•Tiger-
Blonde

Weymouth

At ethusa

Comos

v.- Mons (2)

Achilles(NEW)

German

•Deutschland

•Westfaien

•Helgoland
•Ka'iser
* Koenig
•Baden

•B'uecher (NEW)
* Von Der Tann

•Moltke

•Seydliiz
•Qerfltnger
Nuernburg
Augsberg
Breslau

Regensburg
-'':V25(2)
VrT150 (2)

Austria Hungary

•Viribis Units

•Radetsky

Collier 12) /
•Cargo Ship (2) I

NO. IN COM TYPE

CLASS PLETION

DATE

1 1906 Dreadnought
3 1909 Dreadnought
3 1910 Dreadnought
2 1911 Dreadnought
4 191? Dreadnought
4 1912 Dreadnought
4 1914 Dreadnought
5 1915 Dreadnought
5 1916 Dreadnought
3 1908 Battlecruisor
3 1911 Battlecruiser
3 1912 Battlecruiser
1 1914 Battlecruiser
4 1911 Scout Cruiser
4 1911 Prot. Cruiser

8 1914 Light Cruiser
6 1915 Light Cruiser

112 1915 'M' Class Desti

2 19,07 Armoured
(Cruiser

6 1906 Pre-Drearl

nought
4 1909 Di eaclnought
4 191 1 Dreadnought
5 1912 Dreadnought
4 1914 Dreadnought
4 1916 Dreadnought
1 1909 Ai m. CiTiiser

1 1910 Bat tieci Liiser

2 1911 Battlecruiser

1 1913 Battlecruiser

3 1914 BiJttlecruiser

3 1908 Light. Cruiser
4 1910 Light Cruiser
4 1912 Light Cruiser
2 1914 Light Cruiser
16 1914 Destroyer
12 1910 Destroyer

1912 Dreadnought
1910 Pre-Dread-

^ noughi

20pj A

Wargames rules Publications > NEW RANGE!
LAND BATTLES

lOOOBC to 1000AD (W.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset)
Early Medieval (Birmingham)
1500-1660 2nd. edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
1 750-1850 Warfare IW.R.G.)
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command)
Western Gunfight (Bristol)
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Worfare-Ground Forces W.W.II

(Skytrex)
Leicester Micro-Warfate W.W.I I

1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.)
W.W.II Rules-basic (Mike Philpoit &

Bol) Thompson)
19th Century Warlaie (S.L.Warlords)
Colonial Skirmish Rules

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar)
World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War II Naval (Leicester)

L Galactic Warfare Rules

Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars C1
by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £1
by Phil Barker

Ensign I Warship Profiles King George V
Class £;i

Ensign I I Warship Profiles Dido Class £1
The War Fleets of Antiquity £;•]

by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.)

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath £1
(W.R.G.)

English Civil War - U.S. publication £1

How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott t
& Bob Thompson)

Armies & Enemies of Ancient

Egypt & Assyria by Phil Barker(w.R.G)
C2.30

New Rules
NAPOLEONIC designed far l'300 i
scale battles-fay G.W.Jefferies 60p

W.W.I NAVAL 2nd edition 50o 1D

WW.n ships
Well detailed,metal,1/3000 models
Bismark 25p Haad 25p
Scharnharst 25p Radney 25p

j  Prinz Eugen 20p Berwick Hvy cruiser 20p
I MAAS class DD 15p Leander Ightcruiser20p
Prince af Wales 25p M class destroyer 15p

r  t ■ • —

Fiji class light cruiser 20p

Postage & Packing
U.K. RATES10% up to £3. min. up. Over £3 free
OVERSEAS RATES Air mail 60% Up to C3

30% Over £3

ept. MMI, 28 CHURCH STREET

WYMESWOLD, LEICS . .Tel.Nott'ham43457

PRICES QUOTED ARE THOSE PREVAILING AT PRESS DATE AND ARE SUBJECT
TO ALTERATION DUE TO ECONOMIC CONDITIONS



NEWf
OUR ADVANCED
ANCIENT WARGAME
RULES ARE NOW AVAILABLE

THEY ARE BASED UPON THE LATEST RESEARCH MATERIAL WHICH HAS BECOME

AVAILABLE TO US AND"ALTHOUGH ORIGINALLY DESIGNED FOR USE

IN • ANCIENT WARGAMES ' THEY ARE SUITABLE FOR WAEGAMES^'IN THE

• DARK AGES • OR IN THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES,

THROUGHOUT THE RULES WE HAVE PLACED THE EMPHASIS UPON THE -

INDIVIDUAL SKILL OF THE PLAYER , RATHER THAN UPON LUCK.

IN ADDITION WE HAVE INCLUDED A NUMBER OF NEW AND ORIGINAL

INNOVATIONS SUCH AS :

The ability of some troops to have a superior. 'WEAPON HANDLING',
a 'COST EFFECTIVE POINTS SYSTEM',NEW TROOP CLASSES which include
Irregulars as a separate category of course,andvproviision for
Untrained-Elephants,a WIDE VARIETY OF WEAPON,-TYPES,including
Light lances,Indian Bows,and sline-s using either lead or stone
slingshots.The section on MANOEUVRING is so carefully worked that
a commander of a Roman Cohort will be able to out manoasivre a Late
Hellenistic pike phalanx and the inclusioij of TACTICAL ORDERS
written at the beginning of each period add a new dimension to
play.Above all though we are most proud of our MORALE SYSTEM,
which emphasises the psychological aspect of warfare.Under our
rules the awe inspired by an advancing Pike Phalanx can be
successfully duplicated and in Hand to Hand fighting it is the
morale which is all important.

ALL TO-GETHER THESE VARIOUS INNOVATIONS MAKE UP A TRUELY ADVANCED
SYSTEM,AND ONE WHICH ACCURATELY REFLECTS A PLAYER'S ABILITY.

THEY COST SOP, (A BARGAIN AT THE PRICE),AND
MAY BE OBTAINED DIRECT FROK US OR FROM THE
MORE DISCERNING MODEL SHOPS, SEND NOW TO :

1  (RETAIL) 149 SHERWOOD ROAD
/  HALL GREEN,
J  BIRMINGHAM

(TRADE) 'TYKES BARN'
SOUTHWICK

TROWBRIDGE

WILTSHIRE

OLUB DISCOUNTS ON REQUEST.



IHnrriar
metal miniatures,

25mm. Wargomes Figures.

NAPOLEONICS. Bri tish, French, Prussian, Austrian,

Russian and Spanish.

/

Officers, Standard Bearers, Drummers,and Arti l lery

crews for all arms.

OTHER RANGES available, gree ks,romans,gauls,
f

G OT H S, N O R M A N , S A X O N S , T U R K S, a n d a large selection of

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

PRICES. Infantry. 7jp Caval ry.lBp
catalogue lOp from Moi l Order Office

23 GROVE R OA D,

LE IGHT ON BUZZARD

BE DS. LU7 8S F

U.S.A.
DISTRIB UT ORS

C.S.&D.INC.

731 So. University Blvd.

Denver.

Colorado.8 02 09

KIRWAN DISTRIBUTORS

1516 Montcloi r Place,

Ann Arbor.

Michigan.
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All sorts of interesting wargaming informa-
tlon comes my way by word of mouth or through the

an interesting whole and, the past, have
painted some extremely interesting vistas. Quite
recently a well-known person in the hobby, told WLmj
me, with some authority, that he was of the
opinion that the wargaming bubble was about to

slither down a slippery slope to a far lower level,
from^ boltlitia commercial and a playing point of
view. He likened the process to the manner in
which model car racing deteriorated - seemingly
at one stage it was on the crest of the wave with
large tracks being assembled at all corners of
the globe, clubs being formed, contests and con-
ventions organised with almost monotonous fre-
quency - and then, the air wheezed out of the

seems to know) and the hobby declined to its
present semi-apathetic

I do not agree in any way with this gentleman's surmise because 1 see around me on all sides
signs of a flourishing and ever-growing hobby that is being eagerly embraced by half a dozen new
(and youthful) adherents for every one who departs from it.

Nevertheless, perhaps a counter-balance is provided by the considered opinion of a well-known
"Trade" personality, that only one of the major commercial wargames figure manufacturers is making
it pay! In the present economic climate only the most shrewd and businesslike organisations will
thrive, the remainder will go to the wall or very nearly. Perhaps those who design and sell war-
games figures lean more towards artistry than commerce, I must admit that when reading the adverts
and reviewing the ever increasing ranges of figures from old established and newly arrived manufactur
ers, that I wonder who buys them all! But then, as costs increase, I also wonder how so many of my
wargames books sell — and my royalty statements prove that they do!

Wargaming is not all painting model soldiers and then manoeuvering them on table-top terrains
- it should also embrace a deep interest and attraction in everything military so that the wargamer
is constantly on the look out for events that will whet his appetite and perhaps rekindle flagging
enthusiasms. There is much scheduled in the immediate future that should be of interest to every
reader — glance through the list of events on the NOTICE BOARD page. You will find me at many of
them!

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER still urgently needs an increase in the number of its subscribers if it
is to continue publication. How about refusing to let your copy become dog-eared as it travels
around your Club or among your friends - make them buy their own!

Going back to the first paragraph about waning enthusiasm for the hobby, anyone who was at the
MINIATURE WARFARE one day event at Tunbridge Wells on March 1st would have been most impressed with
all the enthusiasm and good fellowship that was evident on all sides. It was pleasing to see this
well supported by the Trade who, whilst they cannot possibly make a lot of money out of these smaller
events, do an immense amount of good by their patronage. In George Erik who, with G.T.Butler, are
running the newly arrived firm of MINIATURE WARFARE, I think the hobby has acquired a lively and
stimulating new personality who will aid it in its forward drive.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 30p per copy + 6p postage - £4.32? per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (^13)•

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.
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Subscriptions and Enquiries
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London, W1V 9DA

P.O. Box 4QA
Tel: 01-734 1352

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF II" X 6".



FIREPOWER AND THE NAPOLEONIC BATTLE

Paddy Griffith

(Lecturer at R.M.A., Sandhurst, and a wargamer of oonsiderahle experience)

After Don Featherstone's review of Major-General B.P.Hughes' new hook, "Firepower", in the
February Newsletter, I hesitate to submit the present article. The issue at stake, however, seems
to be of such fundamental importance to the Napoleonic wargamer, that I hope my comments will not be
misinterpreted. In my own defence I can only say that having spent most of the last eight years on
a close study of the French army between 1800 and 1851, the conclusions I offer seem to me inescap
able. I am also certain that anyone who has read PRIMARY, rather than secondary or tertiary sources,
will agree with them. There is a very great difference Between what goes into a manuscript tactical
manual written in, say, I83O, and what goes into a general military history book written after the
second world war.

The point is that nearly all modern books on the Napoleonic Wars put far too much emphasis on
firepower while the all-important thing, morale, is discussed only in very general terms. This ten
dency started with that most eminent of all historians. Sir Charles Oman, who was writing at the end
of the Nineteenth Century - at a time when automatic weapons and breechloaders were making firepower
very different from what it had been at the start of the century. He saw the combat of column and
line in terms of the naval tactics of his day; the crossing of the 'T' in order to obtain THE MAXIMUM
FIREPOWER.

Far too many otherwise admirable historians have waltzed blithely into the trap Oman dug. In
particular Jac Waller's rather shoddy book on the Peninsular War (as compared to his later books on
Wellington, which show great improvements) has reached a modern mass market with this idea, and has
bedazzled the present generation of wargamers with its charts and diagrams. General Hughes' new
book is an even more extreme presentation of the same theme, and it is very misleading to the average
wargamer. Not only does it lay a completely anachronistic stress on weapon technology; it also
suggests that firepower was the key to the Napoleonic battle.

To this charge General Hughes might reply that he is looking only at the 'firepower' aspects of
battle, and is not passing judgment on what factors brought about victory or defeat in the broader
sense. This cannot be sustained, however, since he frequently lapses from the one - in which field
he is undoubtedly an expert - into the morass of the other. He cites many considerations of infantry
formations, for example, but does not argue through to their implications for tactics. He admits
that superior will-power was what won battles, but only in his final paragraph, by which time the
horse has well and truly bolted. Finally, his book is riddled with the assumption that battles
before 1850 were won by what is referred to as a 'firefight'.

The idea of the 'firefight' is as much a product of the Twentieth Century as the idea of cross
ing the 'T'. Just as Nelson won Trafalgar by getting his 'T' well and truly crossed, Napoleonic
commanders would often insist that their troops unloaded their muskets before an attack. The British
did this at Salamanca when they stormed the Arapile Grande, and Ney did it at Montmirail when he was
commanding no less a body than the Imperial Guard. To let one's troops settle into a static fire
fight when they were supposed to be attacking was clearly recognised as a recipe for disaster. If
you had a firefight between formed bodies of infantry at close range, something had gone very serious
ly wrong.

This is what happened at Albuera, and it is certainly no coincidence that that battle should
form one of General Hughes' main examples. The infantry firefight there occurred because not only
did the French attack become disorganised, but also because the defending British DID NOT COUNTER
ATTACK. Normally in the Napoleonic Wars attacks were settled very quickly indeed, as one side or
other backed down - certainly long before the melees so beloved of wargamers. In particular a de
fending British force would usually defeat an attack by counter-attacking at close range, with or
without a volley thrown in for luck. This technique has been missed by the firepower historians, but
was present in almost every British battle. Talavera and Bussaco - to name two more of General
Hughes' examples - both included several cases of this controlled, devastating, counter-attack. Far
from the 'rolling half platoon volleys' which may have occupied the waking moments of the drill
sergeants, but were never seen in battle, it was in the counter-attack that British steadiness and
discipline were really revealed. It took very good troops indeed to wait until the decisive moment,
and then to fire a volley without halting in the charge. Less disciplined troops would start worry
ing about reloading after they had fired, and this was why attacks were normally made unloaded. With
the British their excellent training allowed them to continue their advance after unloading their
muskets, and it-was the forward impetus which unnerved the enemy.

It was the forward impetus of the counter-attack, too, which explained the tendency of the
French to try to deploy as they approached the British line. This was not an attempt to get into a
firefight; it was a desperate attempt to adopt the 'correct' formation for DEFENCE. Having been
suddenly confronted with a determined short rush by obviously well controlled troops, any attack
would have been taken by surprise. In the Peninsular the French were doubly surprised because they
had little artillery support and were forced to attack over difficult terrain. That they were in
column, on the other hand, was scarcely .' a weakness, for it was as much the recognised formation for
forward movement as the line was for defence.

Napoleonic soldiers certainly knew what a 'firefight' was - but only in relation to artillery
and skirmishers, not the reserve masses of infantry. Far from the 'twenty minutes and perhaps as
much as an hour' envisaged by General Hughes (p.108) for the firefight, Clausewitz talks of a con
test of "several hours" (in his Appendix, on tactics) - clearly a reference to the skirmish line,
which would require constant feeding. Equally there were great advances in artillery tactics during

CONTINUED ON PAGE \4-



BATTLE REPORT

THE BATTLE OF SAN TURKO. SICILY {\2llll9'il

A. Grainger
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2. The figures were 5mm figures from Heroics and Skytrex - this is the scale for World War II war
fare - the table was only 40" x 30" yet a great amount of detail can be packed in.

3. Rules were the W.R.G. Armour Infantry 1925-1950 with artillery and infantry modifications. The
infantry rules are very realistic but also boring so I use my own infantry rules.

SITUATION:

1st Royal Warwickshires has been ordered to hold San Turko and the river bridges and delay the German
advance. The German task is to capture Hill 280 which dominates the bridge area.

British Force _ German Force

"A" coy 1 R/Warwicks 1 Pin PzMk III Specials (5 tanks)
1 Troop Churchill tanks 1 Pin PzMk IV Specials (5 tanks)
2 6pdr A/t guns 1 Armd Pz Gren Bn - 3 coys infantry; 1 heavy coy -
1 Bty 25pdrs (8 guns MMGs, 81mm mortars.

2 50mm A/T guns
1 88mm A/T gun
1 Bty 105mm guns (6 guns)
2 Armoured Cars
Assault boats for 1 company infantry

The German plan was to send 2 armoured cars, 5 tanks and 1 Infantry company on an out-flanking-
movement round the right flank of the British position and then launch an attack across the bridges
into San Turko itself with the 2nd company. The 3i'd company in San Turko Wood had the assault craft
and would cross the river when the British appeared to be falling back. To cover the river crossing
the Germans had 5 tanks, 8 MMGs and 8 mortars.

Accordingly the out-flanking force set off at 0500 and crossed the first bridge. Artillery fire
from the 25pdrs was ineffective. As the leading armoured car reached the second bridge it was knocked
out by the Troop Corporal's Churchill. The 3 Mark IVs deployed and opened fire but suddenly found
that their shot was ineffective against Churchills at this range. They asked for an 88mm gun to clear



the obstacle and the battle group commander agreed to send one.-

Meanwhile German Infantry were cautiously crossing the bridges into San Turko. 4 platoon managed
to enter tjjie house while 5 platoon reached the cottage despite artillery and machinegun fire. The
successful attack was helped enormously by the great weight of fire which the Germans could pour across
the river, particularly from MMGs. The out-flanking force was doomed to inactivity when the 88mm gun
was knocked out by British artillery fire as it crossed the first bridge. The German commander knew
he would have to commit 3rd Company to cross the river in boats and attack the village from the West.

By 0630 the British had withdrawn from their forward positions. 1 platoon was in the churchyard
with part of 3 platoon. 2 platoon was now concentrated around the village hall and crossroads.

'At 0630 German artillery shelled the churchyard while the mortars bombarded 2 platoon at the
crossroads. 6 platoon had crossed the river in its half-track by the western bridge and attacked up
the street on foot supported by 4 and 5 platoons in the buildings.

The 3rd company crossed the river sending 2 platoons to clear the rough ground west of the
village while I attacked the churchyard. The attack on the rough ground went forward across flat
ground with little cover and under artillery fire. German casualties were severe and although the
6pdr knocked out a Pz III moving towards the bridge its carrier was knocked out and the crew fought
on as riflemen. By O650 the area had been overrun and the defenders mopped up, though at a cost of
about 25 German casualties, including the Company commander.

The attack on the church was more successful. Overwhelmed by superior firepower the British were
overrun by O7OO, only 2 platoon escaping without heavy losses. Furthermore the Troop Sergeants' tank
was destroyed by a Panzerfaust when, having knocked out 2 German tanks, it advanced towards the
cottage to engage German transport coming down the western road.

At 0700 the Company Commander of "A" company ordered a withdrawal northwards. This was done by
the remaining infantry and tanks - the guns covering.

The British lost 1 Churchill tank, 1 6pdr and carrier and 76 killed, wounded and missing out of
a company strength of 104. Many of these were wounded who were captured.

German casualties included an armoured car, 2 Mark Ills, I Mark IV, an 88mm gun as well as about
50 infantry out of 224 in the 2nd and 3rd companies which were engaged.

CONCLUSIONS:

Despite the failure of the outflanking force the German attack on the village was a great success
because of the enormous weight of fire which caused heavy losses to 1 and 2 platoons as soon as they
opened up. Heavy support fire is the key to a successful cross river attack as the battle showed. To
counter this defenders must try to get defilade positions with long if narrow fields of fire. This is
often difficult in built-up areas.

W.R.G. RULES:

I have only fought desert battles before with these rules involving tanks, A/T guns and armoured
cars. When I first tried using infantry on a 1 to 1 scale I found there were too many and the rules
made fighting too boring even if it was realistic. Consequently I divided the numbers by four so that
a platoon is now represented by 1 officer, 5 riflemen, 1 LMG and 1 man with an A/T weapon. Because
tanks are still at a scale of 1 to 1 this means infantry casualties are quartered when fired on by
tanks. Even with reduced numbers each platoon still takes up the proper amount of space and the game
is speeded up considerably.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with
order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5-AD. All these publications can also
be purchased at the TRADITION shop in London.

VARGAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £2.50p. (07.50).
NAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45p. , (07.50).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. .'£1.65p. (05.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. (07.50).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £3.30p. (010.OO).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 EC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. (09.00) ■
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.II - 1420-1783 - £3.20p. (09.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.10p. (79750).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from 43BC to Korea in 1953. £3.20p. (09.50).
SOLO WARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (07.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 90p. (03.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15^^ (06.50). ^
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN - £3.00p. (08.50).
POITIERS 1356 - (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £1.15p,. (03.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (05.00). _
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The Story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3.35p., (09; 50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. S,'i.25. (013.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.75p. (011.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. I895-I9I8 by L.Richards. £I.65p. (05.00),



TALKING WARGAMING

BRITISH ARMY ON THE MARCH 1898

Length of pace 30 inches; at the douhle, 33
inches; short, 21 inches. Slow time, 75 paces a
minute. Quick time, ll6 paces a minute =3 miles
520 yards per hour. Douhle time, 165 paces a
minute = 5 miles 275 yards per hour. Cavalry
walk 4 miles an hour, trot 8 miles, gallop 12
miles.

The average
hour is 2-| miles
3v miles; hut in
2^ miles, and in
infantry 12 to 1
four to six days
hours, including
(at three miles
28 when empty.

rate at which infantry march per
,  cavalry 5 miles, field artillery
divisions infantry march 2\ to
corps two. Average march for
5 miles a day, with a halt every

The 15 miles take about eight
an hour's halt. Trains can march

an hour) 20 miles a day when full.

The order of march for trains is usually as
follows:-

Reserve

2. Ambulances and field hospitals.

3. Provisions for day's supply.

Baggage order

5. Commissariat provision columns, field bakeries, etc.

Order of march of Army Corps depends on circumstances, nature of ground, etc.; the normal order
might be, advanced guard, interval of one to two miles - main body - train - baggage column. Where
possible roads parallel to railways are used, the railways being used for supplies. In open countries
like India the advance can be laid down on paper.

Choice of roads. Softest to cavalry; best to artillery; shortest to infantry.

Advanced guard is about one-sixth of the total force, and consists, when the body of troops
miarching is considerable, of part of all arms of which the main body consists. The line of march is
protected by the advanced guard, the rear guard and troops on the flank. The rear guand, the rear
guard and troops on the flank. The rear guard is armed on the same principles as the advanced guard.

***********

HINT OF THE MONTH:

When using red/black 'average' dice, taking the score of one away from the other to give fluctua
tion, it saves a lot of 'brain-bashing' trying to remember which colour is plus and which is minus,
by painting + or - signs on the dice themselves.

***********

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

A. Who were the soldiers whom a savage native enemy said with admiration 'they fell like stones,
each man in his place'?

B. WTi.o shouted 'Remember the ladies, remember the babies (at Cawnpore) and ruined their bayortets
at Delhi by pinning numbers of Sepoys against stone walls?

C. Place in the right order the following British firearms - (a) Minie; (b) Martini-Henry;
(c) SMLE; (d) Snider; (e) Lee Metford; (f) Enfield.

D. Who commanded the Germans in Italy in World War 11?

E. What famous campaign is 1975 the 60th anniversary of?

ANSWERS: • (soxiauupJEBQ) Tiodtixug *3
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STARTER SET

John Mansfield

With your comments on hoardgames In your issue of
Deeemher '74, and in particular my 'zine, I thought that
I may attempt to list some boardgames that a new player
to the hobby, or a miniature gamer may wish to try, to
see if he may like boardgames.

The games I picked may not meet with everyones
approval. However, I think that these games are interest
ing, have stood the- test of time and are fun.

DECLINE AND FALL (£3.50p - Skytrex, 28 Church Street,
Wymeswold, Leicestershire) is a very good 4 player Ancient
period game. The four players represent Hun, Goth, Vandal
and Roman during the period of Barbarian expansion (Rome's
decline??). With each player capable of winning through
different ways, the game keeps everyone busy. Probably the
best of the Ancient games.

ESCAPE FROM COLDITZ (£3«50p - Parker Bros, any good
British toy store). Do not confuse with "Escape From Colditz Castle." Castle is a child's game
with no imagination while COLDITZ is excellent. This is a very verseitlile game and you can bring it
out to play with non-wargaming friends. Rules are basically simple and do leave some grey areas
where one will have to make up "house rules". Play time is open ended so one can set a time limit
of 2-3 hours or till the first escape. Although played on a- board, the markers are not set to any
particular pattern. Excellent game for the whole family.

NAPOLEON AT WATERLOO (SPI, 44 East 2 Street, NYC, N.Y. ̂ l.OO). A great "starter" game. If you
can play this you have the basics for most board wargames out today. Simple to play and cheap to
buy. Thus one can try the game and find out if you like it, without spending a lot of money. If
you wish to try board wargames - start here.

With these games, one will find a fair introduction to the board side of gaming. Try it,
you'll like it.

RULES OF AGES

Stephen Douglas

It is quite conceivable for two gamers, by concentrating on different aspects or campaigns of a
period to derive very different concepts of capacity and capabilities of soldiers and armies, couple
with that the fact that the more a person researches, the less likely he is to accept a set of rules
at face value.^ For example, during the American Civil War there were several theatres of operations,
each with their own characteristics. In the opening stages, 1861—2, in the Eastern theatre, both
sides were "green", but the South had better generals and cavalry. As the war progressed this
levelled out and MacDowell's army of the early days and Grant's army were certainly not identical.
Unless thesb considerations are taken into account, it is unlikely that one set of rules will satisfy
many people.. There will always be someone who thinks insufficient consideration has been given to
the power of the "Iron Brigade" or the gallantry of the Virginians. The potential quibbles are end
less and not necessarily unjustified, but these differences would be dispelled if there was a set of
rules for the Wilderness Campaign or even 1st Manassas, instead of trying to cope with 4 years of
varied conflicts.

This problem is even more evident in other periods, certainly Napoleonics, a period for which
more rules have been written than any other. None seem to survive except within a limited environ
ment, but with 20 years of conflict to cover, it is small wonder that people fail to agree. It may
be true today that 20 years of change is more dramatic than 180 years ago, but even in those times 8
years could wreak great changes. Witness the transformation of the Prussian Army from 1806 to 1814,
or compare the French armies of those two years, as the quantity of Guard increased and the quality of
the line decreased, or at least changed.

This observation does not provide the answer to problems about rules as it is obvious that a set
of rules confined solely to Borodino, are of limited value as rules to cover the entire 19th century.
Obviously some balance has to be struck, probably a matter for subjective appraisal, tempered by the
fact that most gamers are all too ready to accept ambitious periods. So long as they hold reserva
tions about one set of rules being able to reproduce Rossbach, Eylau or Assaye, then there is no
problem. But it is little wonder that such a set of rules might seem wanting in one or other of
those' wars.

It is not wholly unreasonable to be critical of a set of rules, but I think the manner and
causes of the criticism should be examined more closely Is it merely because one suffered a reverse?
or, is there a fundamental flaw in the games systems? Or, is it that the basic premise of the period
being reproduced in one volume is too expansive to allow an effective compromise? To this end I
would suggest that in future, wargamers might be more wary of rules which in one set attempt to cover
a century or even a millenium or two!



LETTERS

"I feel that the recent quarrels and grumbles jn the Newsletter about the independence of the
magazine and the lack of 20mm figures have caused much discussion within the Wargaming World. I
support the Newsletters aims as expressed in recent editorials and agree with Mr. Waters that scales
of wargaming figures have stopped integration and even if scales are consistent proportions of
differing figures vary.

However, every wargamer must impress the qualities of the Newsletter on others. I too was an
"unfortunate ignorami" who had not heard of or even seen Wargamer's Newsletter until last March.
Events since then have made me realise the public image must be improved.

Late last year I looked at our school notice board and found to my amazement, surprise and joy
a notice wanting "Budding Generals" for a possible school wargame club. I signed up and on the given
day tramped along to the meeting with as many wargaming magazines (including many Newsletters) and
15mm English Civil War figures I eould fit into my briefcase. Despite being affronted with wargamers
many years younger than myself (some used almost crude rules rather than simple ones), I displayed my
figures and distributed my magazines.

Our Club flourished for a few weeks yet despite attempts to get the Club organised they failed.
Suddenly, almost overnight, a large group showed an interest in Middle Earth wargaming. I brought
some of my figures along (I have subsequently sold them to members of the group who did not want to
pay postage rates by buying them direct) and they were hooked. In their excitment these wargamers
had a great desire for economy and decided that they would save the bus fare by not going to the Club.
One member disapproved a suggestion that there should be a 5p membership fee per meeting. Regrettably
this group decided not to attend meetings (enthusiasm was lacking after the initial flourish) and the
Club failed. Reasons for this failure are many - a lack of organisation and moreover the individua
lism of some wargamers who took too little aiotice of the scope of wargaming.

Despite the failing of the school club I kept on wargaming with my regular opponent - an old
school friend. Our interests being encouraged and expanded by the Newsletter especially because of
of the excellent articles by the Skirmish Line. My feelings of certain wargamers being represented
by Mr. Haythornthwaite's excellent article. Indeed the growing popularity of the hobby through the
media meant that I could express my hobby to my friends without fear of ridicule. Indeed the
committee of the loeal Youth Club (of whom I am a member) asked me to speak on my hobby.

Well, I arrived at the Youth Club laden down with magazines, figures (my friend lent me some of
hisj, books, etc., and soon arranged a small display at the front of the Youth Room. Nervously I
began my speech with only a few mental notes to guide me. Explained the varying figures and scales
and of the early wargamers H.G.Wells, Uncle Toby (see Mr. Rennet's article in issue 152) and then the
more modern writers Donald Featherstone, Peter Young, Terence Wise, Charles Grant, etc., etc. I then
explained the basic principles of wargaming and rules and then ran quickly over all the areas of
history one could wargame in. I raised howls of laughter from the attentive audience on the importance
of morale^over emphasising the fact (deliberately) that if you were in an infantry regiment attacked
by cavalry in the flank and infantry from the front you "wouldn't be exactly pleased". After about
25 minutes my speech came to an end followed by a barrage of questions and an enthusiastic applause.
My display was examined (and admiredJ) before being literally pulled to pieces.

_  I breathed a sigh of relief as I put my armies back into their boxes - they looked more battered
than from any wargame and felt a slight pride that I, in my own way, had furthered the cause of war
gaming. My talk being in places lighthearted had captured the attention of the mixed audience - I am
now the Youth Club's Military Historian in debates.

Since then I have visited the Northern Militaire exhibition in Manchester and was greatly impress
ed. The painting of the figures put mine to shame and the talk I heard on Archery was superb and I
would like to thank all those who organised it. I wonder if displays are better than talks in putting
over the aims of wargaming? I feel despite the impressiveness sometimes they tend to diseourage the
viewer. I was greatly impressed by the Western Gunfight, the chariot racing and gladiatorial combats
in the superb Halifax Arena, a mediaeval battle of the South London Warlords and the figures of Bill
Lamming, All—in—all I had a great time,

I feel that Wargamer's Newsletter is a great magazine - the recent issue is superb - and that
wargamers must try to get more readers for the Newsletter. The more readers the more eontributions
the Newsletter will get and the Letter the magazine it will he. I am now trying to get a Military
modeller to buy the Newsletter and to start wargaming."

Philip Ackworth.

***********

"I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the help and inspiration that you have
provided me, unknowing, for more than a decade now. Your publication was the first contact I had with
the outside fraternity of wargamers, and to my mind it remains the best. When I get disenchanted with
the hobby, mentally bogged in the complex calculations and pettifogging detail of a complicated set of
rules, I know I can turn to one of your books, or an issue of the Newsletter, to clear the mental cob
webs and give me fresh incentive. I keep discovering this or that new magazine in the field, but they
never seem to be as interesting as yours. The important difference, I think, is that you as Editor
have never lost sight of the fact that the. important part of the hobby is the Game, and not the War.



You seem to maintain as well a good insight into the human aspect of wargaming, not just the facts
and rules."

Gerry Upton of Ontario, Canada.

***********

"I am a keen wargamer and modeller. I have many hooks on the suhject including "Battles Notes
for Wargamers"; "Battles with Model Soldiers"; "Advanced Wargames"; "Air Wargames"; "Wargame
Campaigns"; "Naval Wargames"; "Tank Battles in Miniature" and last hut not least "War Games". Of
these, undoubtedly the hest was "Tank Battles in Miniature" which conveyed the 'air' of the desert
very well. I have this on the hest authority as an elderly friend of mine who served in Africa
during the campaign, a squadron leader with Valentines, said it was true to life and not like the
articles written hy the war correspondents who were never up in the front line even.

This veteran friend recently gave me a circular dated 23rd November 19A2 and entitled Eight
Army, Personal message from the Army Commander. On the hack is his orders for the day, 8206 2209 -
the map coordinates, 8 off sunshades arid 9 o'clock line.

I also have two of your booklets on rules, A.C.W. and late 19th century. The latter working
in conjunction with some of your rules and ideas in "Advanced Wargames".

I am a member .of the N.Z. model Soldier Society. It produces a bi-monthly Newsletter and holds
a couple of National Conventions a year. Its roll is about 80 members, much more than any wargame
societies or modelling clubs here in N.Z. Unfortunately the subscription has gone up to ^5.00 and
as I am only l6 and still in the 6th form I am hard pushed to raise it. However, I enjoy it all."

Peter Cooke of Tauranga, New Zealand.

***********

"After a long delay I write to congratulate you for the new size and deserved expansion of
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER, which is also in Florence the leading revue of our Club, the AFBIS. The copy
of Dr. Fortuna is handed over to many fellows in few days after receiving it, and sometimes a debate
follows about something of interest.

Our Club is increasing its number and^'now-we are about 20 wargamers with a two-room cellar to
fight weekly; I am thinking of expanding our activities with lectures in public rooms and with exhibi
tions. We are trying to send the young members on the double activity of wargaming and model collect
ing, but the prevailing of the former hinder many adhesions. 1 think that a monthly or bi-monthly
meeting and a little library could resolve partly the question; or ft is inevitable a division between
the two branches of the hobby? I would like to receive advice about our problem from your experience.

We have finished at last our Waterloo diorama, resolving the difficult problem of wheat-fields
with foam rubber and sawdust. It is the greatest diorama ever exhibited in Italy; it is 5 x 5 metres
with employed (1:80) 1,500 foot figures, 500 (1:625) horse figures, plus 100 staff horse figures, ^0
guns (1:10), 250 artillerymen and 70 carriages and limbers with 200 drivers, for a total 2,550 figures,
all very accurate in their uniforms and flags (also the Dutch-Belgian ones). For Great Britain it may
not be a great thing, but for Italy it is very much and the beginning. I send you a photo. If you
can, reply to my problem."

Paolo Coturri of Firenze, Italy.

***********

countries

"My friend and I are both keen Napoleonic wargamers and are always wanting to go into new
ries. We started off with a "Waterloo" set-up using Ugo Periocoli^s excellent book, TheiThen we

tried Peninsular wargaming, but being bitten by the 'Historical Accuracy' bug I was disgusted that I
had to procure Oman's "History of the Peninsular War" out of the library in order to get French and
Spanish 'Orders of Battle". After establishing that period, I started out on a Russian Army and the
1812 Campaign using Duffy's "Borodino and the War of 1812", which contained my heart's desire, i.e.
French and Russian 'Orbats'. Being continually attracted towards an Austro-Hungarian Army I wondered
whether you could tell me some good books including Orders of Battle for really any other periods in
the Napoleonic Wars?

Ian Monk of Purley, Surrey.

FIREPOWER AND THE NAPOLEONIC BATTLE - Continued from Page 8 . the Revolutionary and Napoleonic period^
and it is a great pity that General Hughes ignores them Uhe Battle of Friedland is not even mentioned.)
He has the great merit of citing Matti Lauerma's excellent book on the subject - the first reference to
it which I have seen in this type of work - yet he fails to discuss Lauerma's central thesis; the evolu
tion of the massed artillery charge. It was this which won more battles than anything else, and the
Allied reluctance to take on Napoleon in person during 1813-1'i was almost certainly due to his habit ol
bringing the guard artillery along with him. Finally, I would recommend any wargamer to tead Colonel
Ardant du Picq's book "Battle Studies" (translated from the French in 1921, but still available from
Stackpole) as a corrective to the firepower mentality. Ardant du Picq analyses the morale mechanism of
the infantry fight with as much clarity and insight as General Hughes brings to weapon technology. The
difference is that Ardant du Picq had personally attended battles using smoothbores, and was writing
not as an historian, but as a practical man who was in fact following a great tradition of scholarly
soldiers. The men who came out of the Napoleonic Wars knew the importance of morale, as opposed to
firepower, and knew exactly which drills were and which were not practical on the battlefield. That
their lessons were discredited by the increased firepower of the Twentieth Century should not put off
the wargamer who wants to know about the wars of Napoleon.
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THE SKIRMISH LINE

presented by Steve Curtis
il lustrated by Mike Blake

THE END OF THE BOOTH GANG

(or Dust Up in Dal hart) Part 2.

written and directed by Richard Duthie

In Part 1, we saw how the Booth Gang's attempt to rob the Bank at Dalhart in 1869, had
gone wrong. Messina had captured the gunsmith but in so doing had fired a shot that had
roused the town. The Weekes brothers in the Bank had panidfed and knocked the Manager
unconscious in the doorway. Booth had been unable to stop a group of townspeople from

reaching the safety and arms of the Jail. After shooting the Marshal and a Deputy; Booth
and Doby are surprised to find the street quite empty. Where had everyone gone . . . ?

The wounded lawmen and citizens had sought cover for the present. Deputy Chandler with
an injured man following him, crawled into the saloon. The Marshal gained the safety of the
Oantina end wal l , where he managed to regain his feet, protected by the faithful aged Deputy
Hosier. This marked the turning point in the battle for Dalhart. Soon the outlaws were to
be on the defensive against attacks led by the Judge, owner of the saloon.

The Judge was one of the group who had made it to the Jail. While the men around him
loaded the guns of the office's armoury, he took control. An ex-army major, he felt the
flush of excitement at the coming danger. His mind though, remained cool as he issued
orders, spl itting the group into two parts. One party of six were to go out the back door and
meet up with the Marshal at the Oantina end wall. From here they would dispatch the vil lain
inside, then move on down to the Bank. The second party of eight led by the Judge, would
take the far side of the street, putting out of action any snipers in their way. Both parties
then would position themselves around the Bank, forcing the raiders to surrender or shoot
their way out. (The Judge and his men did not realise that the first shot they had heard, had
been fired by Messina.)

As the two sides at the northern end of town were poised for action, Messina found trouble of
his own, in the south. The heavy gunfire had momentarily distracted him, encouraging the
gunsmith to try and escape. For his pains he received a blow on the head with the outlaw's
pistol. Messina decided to tie up the unconscious trouble-maker. However, this helped
the outlaw meet his downfall. When the shooting had started, some bystanders had been

at the Livery Stable. Unlike the others further up the town, they could see who was the
shooter. Four of them decided to free the gunsmith and capture his attacker. These four
quickly and quietly moved to the Smithy where they armed themselves with suitable' clubs.
The first Messina knew of their presence was of a screaming, yel l ing rush towards him.
Dropping the rope in his hands, he frantically pulled at his Navy Colt. The gun roared, but
to no avail. The outlaw was soon knocked out by their iron clubs. The gunsmith was freed

and together with the farmer every effort was made to bring them round. Two more bystanders
arrived at the gunsmith's to help out. While the rest loaded al l the firearms they could find
that worked, two cowhands left in the direction of the store carrying Nordyke's Smith and
Wesson and Messina's Navy.

Back at the north end of town, the Judge had made his play. Both parties left the Jail.

Group 1 hurried across Peace Street to meet up with the Marshal who was tottering to the
back door of the Rose's Eating Place. VVhen, a Remington revolver, poked its barrel from
behind the Cantina's opening back door, they al l hit the dirt quick; all that is, except one
with a stomach wound.

It had struck Booth that an ambush from behind would be just what the enraged citizens might

try. Now there they were al l out in the open, pinned down. But Booth saw danger from the
corner of his eye. Too late his gun smoked as he was thrown against the far door post, the



tell-tale splotch of blood between his eyes. El l iot's Colt had done its
i"' ^ work. The Marshal though, who had silently sidled along the wal l towards

•  the back door, received the gang-leader's last bullet. He too crumpled

to the ground with a serious body wound.

/f ( ^ ̂ Group 2 was luckier as it did not walk into an ambush. As the Judge's
/  I men poured out of the Jail's front door they immediately spotted Doby

Jenkins. It was just Doby's luck that he happened to be moving across

Alley, for greater security in the ruin, instead of the saloon's

flimsy stairs. Whilst the citizens had the cover of the horses outside the

Jail, Doby had nothing. His only hope was to sprint the remaining

distance blazing away with his rifle. This hope was washed out as he

went down under a hail of rifle fire, both legs lacerated, but not before

killed one of the group. Doby was easy game now for the Judge's

— party, who left the safety of the tied up horses. The badly wounded

outlaw managed to grasp hold of his rifle from the dust, only to have it kicked from his hand.

Now that the fortunes had come ful l circle, what was happening in the bank? Both

Barney and Henry knew there was shooting going on outside, however their only problem at

the moment was to get the money. The Bank Manager's young assistant seeing what

happened to his boss was very obliging. The two brothers soon collected the safe's contents

in their gunny sacks. After tel l ing the assistant to l ie face down on the floor, they quit the

Bank. Confident of their friend's covering fire, unaware that they were all out of action,

the outlaw pair, streaked for the horses out side the big store. Il lusion was shattered when

the Deputy and the cowhand with him in the saloon started to get their own back.

Sharing the Deputy's firearms they blasted away. Henry fel l back off his horse, as he tried

to mount, shot in the back. Barney dived off his horse as it died beneath him. Both the

brothers sought cover outside the store, Henry being slower with his wound.

Barney though, had bigger ideas, as he ran down the big store's veranda towards the

Gunsmith's. He skidded to a halt at the corner when he saw the two armed cowhands

coming towards the building. The bewildered bandit loosed off a couple of shots as the

drovers started shooting. One stopped a bul let in the shoulder whilst his buddy reached

cover and kept Barney pinned down, while reinforcements came up from the Gunsmith's.

Seeing nothing but trouble in this escape route, Barney turned back.

He was just in time to see his brother pul l at his horse, bringing it in front of him, so that

he could use it as a shield to make an exit down the alley between the Bank and the big

store. The horse was too far away leaving Henry open to attack for a number of seconds.

Those few brief seconds were enough. The fusillade that hit him threw him back up against
the store wal l from where his broken body slid to the ground. What was left was not pretty.
His right arm was shot through twice, his left arm once and his head once.

Barney had no time for grief. What could he do? The store was surrounded on three sides:

by Group 1 (in the Bank), the Deputy in thie saloon. Group 2 (behind the tree and the water
trough) and the Gunsmith's crowd (south part of the store). Barney decided to follow the
same idea that Henry had had. Luck was on his side as he managed to safely enter the

alley. However a cowboy was lurking in the shadows.

This drover jumped Barney, shooting his horse. A fierce scuffle ensued from which

Barney eventually managed to break away. Precious seconds though had been gained for

the pursuers. The Judge and his boys clubbed him down from behind.

What a dust up 11



The game was fought on the floor covering an area of 10 foot by 6 foot, over a period of
three days. The game took so long due to a number of factors:
i) There were about twenty game moves, (obsolete Western Gunfight system).
ii) Each move's actions had to be recorded (up to thirty figures per move)
iii) There were only two players; one for the gang and one for the townsfolk.
Taking the last factor into consideration, if you want to fight a game like this, then rope in
as many players as you can and a good hard-working Umpire (such as a certain Kid Colwill!).

Points worth mentioning. I was in charge of the townsfolk and the law, then later also the
cowpokes. My opponent was in charge of the cowpokes and the gang, until the gang acted.
This meant that the gang could easily be smuggled into the town, among the cowboys who
drifted there in the opening moves. To make it real istic we had some of the cowhands
already in town staying at the respective boarding houses (i.e. eight) some of these stayed
whiie others checked out. The result was that cowboys, unarmed and armed, came riding
into town in every direction possible, in groups or alone. (NB - In the Old West Skirmish
Rules, we have a chapter 'Create Interesting Games' where we suggest the umpire is given
control of al l the extras and moves ̂ figures on the table, to allow total secrecy in such a
s i tuat i on. - S. 0.)

Tension mounts, and it was only by sheer luck that it was broken by the gunsmith seeing
Lewis Messina buffalo the farmer he had come into town with.

The cowboys were al l averages of 3, while the majority of the townsfolk were novices at 1.
Only the Marshal was a professional with the Judge, gunsmith and Deputy in the saloon as
good averages. The only figures in town who could get firearms instantly were the gunsmith
and the lawmen. Al l the rest had to collect arms at either of the two ends of town.

The Booth Gang was made up of James Booth and Doby Jenkins as professionals; Barney
and Henry Weekes as good averages, and finally, Lewis Messina as an average of 3.

The townsfolk and cowboys (not the lawmen) could only react on hearing the first shot.
Half of the male population reacted immediately, whilst the owner of the Hotel near the
Gunsmith did not react until Lewis was clubbed to the ground, also the owner of the store
around which the Weekes made their last stand never reacted at al l but sat in his store
huddled up against his family. By the way we never allowed women and children to
participate ( - why not? Richard, you want to see our dance hal l girls! - S.O.)

The last point on the playing of the game was the sheer reversal of fortunes. It was
thought that the outlaws would inflict heavy casualties and easily escape with the loot.

Casualties: Law and Order Jail Fodder
1  cowboy dead Booth dead
Marshal badly wounded Jenkins both legs shot
4 townsfolk, serious body wounds. Henry Weekes dead
Deputy, left arm wound Barney Weekes, sorehead
3 sore heads Messina, sore head.

Ammo used: 57 (8 hits + 2 on horse) 20 (7 hits)

The rules used were the old Western Gunfight Rules (no longer available). The new
OLD WEST SKIRMISH RULES (£1-30 out about now) promise to be even better, using the
same format as the Colonial Skirmish Rules. The terrain used consisted of Britains and
Timpo buildings (54mm) which are a rarity today, except for the Airfix 'Strong Point' ruin
and some fabricated houses, plus a few BritainsAimpo/Merit trees, etc. Again Britains
and Timpo supplied the figures. The Judge, by the way, was the Britains farmer suitably
trimmed, adding balding hair, a batwing collar, diamond stick pin and a large cigar.



Must List
The attractive prints shown here are MILITARY

BATTLE SCENES hy the famous British military artist
Richard Simkin. They are available in full colour
from Simprints (J.B.Hayward and Son, Medal Specialists,
17 Piccadilly Arcade, Piccadilly, London SWIY 6NL) at
£2.50p per print plus 25p for postage and packing. At
the moment the following range is availahle:-

The 8th (King's Royal) Light Dragoons in the 2nd
charge at Laswarree, 1803.

lOth (Prince of Wales) Royal Hussars in Retreat
on Corunna, 1808-9.

The Storming of Badajoz hy the 30th Foot, 6th
April I8I2.

The 79th Cameron Highlanders at Waterloo, I8I5.

The I7th Lancers at Balaklava, 26th October I85A.

The 1st (Kings) Dragoon Guards charge at Chang-
Kia-Wan, Pekin, I860.

In the same Hayward catalogue, is listed four very
interesting books which are seemingly re-prints of long
out-dated volumes which modern printing techniques have
made possible to reproduce in a greatly improved form.
They are;-

ARMY HONOURS AND AWARDS - text size 7f" x 5i"; 656
pages. A fully bound library edition £6.50p including
postage and packing.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN, 1879 by J.B.Mackinnon
and S.H.ShadboIt. Plates and maps; 10" x 8"; 378 pages.
Fully bound library edition £6.30p including postage
and packing.

THE AFGHAN CAMPAIGN OF I878-I880 by Sidney Shadbolt,
Plates and Maps; lOf" x 8"; 626 pages. A fully bound
library edition £7.85p including postage and packingo

THE CAMPAIGN OF 1882 IN EGYPT by Colonel J. F.
Maurice, R.A. 9" x 6"; 2AA pages. A fully bound
library edition £3.25p including postage and packing.

Also from Haywards can be obtained BRITISH ORDERS
AND DECORATIONS by James Charles Risk at £2.00p and
that very fine book HONOUR THE LIGHT BRIGADE by William
M.Lummis and Kenneth G.Wynn who seemed to have devoted
a great deal of their life to researching this out
standing and almost legendary episode of British
military history.

In the February "MUST LIST", I mentioned that
Ronald Spencer-Smith was offering a 33'3'^ discount on
orders for his 30mm plastic figures of £I0.00p or over.
This was not quite correct because the offer was to
Wargames Clubs and not to individuals and Ronald has
urgently told me that he cannot deal with individual
members of the Club except at current prices. He is
only able to accept bulk orders from the Secretary or
appointed representative of the Club because he is
really placing the Club on a retail basis. He suggests'
that the discount could be split between the Club funds
and those Members ordering figures and he is offering
Wargames Clubs a special discount of 33^^ off the cost
of the figures plus VAT for a minimum order of £I0.00p,
carriage paid. Thus, figures that would normally cost
£I5.00p will cost £I0.00p plus 80p VAT making a total
of £I5.00p j , of figures for £I0.80p including
carriage. This is an extremely good "buy" and I am
even more convinced of it since I have had the oppor
tunity of really studying the new range of "CONNOISSEUR"

The 8th (King's RoyaO Light Draghons in the 2nd charge at LA&WARREE. ]

10th (Prince o! Wales) Royal Hussars in Retreat on CORUNNA. 1808-9

The Storming of BADAJOZ by the 30th Foot, t

The 79th Cameron Highlanders at WATERLOO. 1815



figures recently marketed by R.W.Spencer-Smith. Selling at a price of Cl.OOp per bag (44 infantry)
this is extremely good value for money and the figures, whose cavalry blend in well with the current
25mm range, are made in a plastic that is incredibly easy to cut about and mould for conversion
purposes. The range includes British Grenadiers and Light Infantry with officers and other ranks;
British Line Battalion Company infantry; an American ranger; Lafi<i<«tte Light Infantry officers and
privates; Loyalist Light Infantry officers and other ranks with hatchets which can also be painted
as American or British troops. There are some quite reasonable American Civil War 12pdr Napoleon
guns selling at four for £1.00p which can be painted up'to represent a British 9pdr field gun. The
ivo-ry white plastic in which this new range of figures is mould5a is most attractive and I imagine
they will paint up remarkably well and once painted and mounted on a base they will be very difficult
to tell from metal figures - and at 44 for £1.00p!

A few months ago I mentioned that Hinchliffe Models were selling in America a new line of
Science Fiction characters from books by writer Edgar Rice Burroughs. At present the 11 available
figures represent most of the major characters from the books a*.! it is planned to issue a further
6 figures of Martian, Lions and dogs, etc. Because this writer is American and his work is better
known in that country, the first models were sent to U.S.A. and immediately resulted in such large
orders that all the total output of figures was sent to America where they sold out at once. The
production line has now been geared-up to turn out more so that they are available in this country.
I have not seen them, only reports of them in American publications but I imagine that they must be
highly original and most interesting. Full details and price can be obtained from Hinchliffe Models
whose address will be found in their advert elsewhere in these pages.

Such is the depth of friendly rivalry between the various model soldier firms of this country
that I always feel- guilty if 1 mention one without mentioning others and this particularly applies
in the case of Hinchliffe and Miniature Figurines. I suppose familiarity breeds contempt because I
see Neville Dickinson and Ron Miles at least once a week and yet rardly find out anything about the
figures they are producing! This made for a rather incongruous situation when, seated across the
table from Neville at the Wessex Military Diner's Club monthly dinner, I mentioned that I had seen
an advert in an American magazine to the effect that Miniature Figurines were scrapping all their
old Napoleonic figures and their new range would consist of more than EIGHT HUNDRED figures of all
the armies of the Napoleonic period. Neville vigorously nodded his head and enthusiastically told
me that the range would include many new infantry and cavalry, including officers, musicians and
Standard Bearers plus a host of new personality figures including Blucher, Von Gneisenau, Kutuzov,
Bagratian, Tsar Alexander, Archduke Charles and others in addition there will be limber horse riders
and waggon drivers. There will be some entirely new castings of Bavarians, Brunswickers, Wurtem-
burgers, Naiiauers, Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch-Belgians and Duchy of Warsaw. Another bright idea
is a range of special figures for bringing colour and life to your battalions. For example, the
ranges will include figures such as the French fusilier with a forage cap or a bandaged head who,
mixed in with troops wearing a shako, will add a distinctive touch. You certainly cannot keep
Miniature Figurines down, can you?

Airfix are marking time a little with things lately and the only new HOO/HO scale figures
schenduled for release are World War II United States paratroopers. They also plan to put out a
large Waterloo Assault Set which will contain selections of their Waterloo range of figures, plus
the building of La Haye Saint, some terrain and an accessory pack containing wagons, barricades,
supplies and weapons.

Still on figures but in a slightly unusual manner (and probably too late for English wargamers
anyway), I notice in a recent copy of the American magazine "Courier" that two well-known American
wargamers seem to have been unloading some relatively rare wargames figures. Those of you who have
armies made up of Scruby or S.A.E. (Swedish-African Engineers) 30mm figures & have Long sinoe given up
hope of obtaining any more, might be interested to know that George H. Smith of 4237 West 104 Street,
Inglewood, California 90304, U.S.A., has hundreds of them for sale, in the Napoleonic, Civil War and
Colonial War periods. Another American Wargamer whose neime is not unknown to me is Tom De Voe of
142 West Washington, New Washington, N.J. 07882, U.S.A., who is advertising 670 painted 30mm S.A.e.
American Civil War figures - 128 cavalry, 500 infantry, 42 artillery, 6 guns, 8 limbers, 1 caisson,
12 extra horses. Maybe it is nostalgia because I started off with these figures and still do much
of my wargaming with them, that I found those adverts almost irrestible and had to fight hard to
resist answering them!

George Van Tubergen of Command Post, 760 West Emerson, Upland, California 91786, U.S.A., issued
a fascinating list of 30mm figures of his own in some most esoteric and unusual periods, positions,
etc., - my African native porters carrying boxes on their heads that I obtained from him are still
the envy of many of my friends! Now I read that George is discontinuing casting his own figures which
is a pity because there is always room in the hobby for the small maker putting out unique and well
designed castings.

Here is some news for board wargamers (but they are so much on the ball that they probably know
this already anyway!). Avalon Hill have issued seven new games - Third Reich; Basketball Strategy;
Panzer Leader; Chacellorsville; Alexander the Great; Jutland (remake) and Anzio (revised).

Individual Skirmish wargamers hear this! If you have been scouting around the toy shops for a
l;32nd (54mm) scale Wild West train set then you will be delighted to know that Timpo will be issuing
one later this year, also a Wild West fort, a mediaeval castle and some Vikings. Airfix are releasinj-^
a range of 54mm Cowboys and Indians and one of their 54mm kits to make up a French Line infantryman of
1815. The latter has numerous extra parts to allow the man to be made up in a loading or firing
position and in a number of different regiments.

New OO/HO scale kit from Airfix is the Scorpion which, as mentioned last month can either be
built as such or as the Rarden gunned Scimitar versidn. The Italian plastic kit makers ITALAEREI
are being distributed in this country by REVELL. In 1:72 scale their la-test list includes the follow
ing - Elefant (Sd Kfz 184s), Tiger II (Sd Kfz 182), Marder III (Sd Kfz 138) Aus H. Opet Blitz Lkw and
a Opel Blitz Ambulance, Hetzer, Jagdpanzer IV (Sd Kfz I62/I), Hummel (Sd. Kfz I65), Jagdtiger (Sd Kfz



186s), 3t Hanomag H kl 6(Sd Kfz ll), a Panzer IV Ausf F2-G, Panzer 1 Aus B (Sd Kfz 101), Panzer Lt
35(th Hanomag (Sd Kfz 25l/l) with 28cm Rockets on the side, and a Panzer III Ausf. M (Sd Kfz 141).
A hoxed kit containing models of the Pak 40, The Pak 35/36 and the Flak 38 L/55 (quad 20mm). Then
there is a hox of 9 members of the BAK with weapons and another of 10 members of the 8th Army; and a
set of Russian troops and U.S. troops. These.lead into 1:72 scale U.S. equipment, beginning with the
M4 A1 Sherman and the M 12/155 Support gun.

HUMBROL paints are showing a great deal of enterprise by their new range of paint cards known as
AUTHENTICARD of which three series will be released. Series 1 of 20 cards covers tanks and aircraft;
Series 2 covers Napoleonic painting guides. Details of Series 3 is not yet known. Each card measures
6 X 8" with drawings on one side and a history with painting instructions on the other together with
detail breakdown of the specific numbered paints both in the Authentic colour and also in their basic
paint. These multi-colour guides for aircraft, tanks or soldiers will sell at 5p each.

Another titbit f.pr board wargamers is that Airfix have entered the market with WATERLOO WARGAME
which contains a 6 foot flat game-map with roads and buildings marked in plus two armies of Airfix
figures mounted on bases. - Said to be basic in concept and suitable for a youngster to cut his teeth
on as a means of becoming interested in board wargaming.

The BRICK MASTER arid CASTLE MASTER kits sound fascinating if you want to build your own terrains
and mess about in the process! The Brick Master kit costs £6.95p and the Castle Master £4.95p and
apparently consist of plaster, rubber moulds and glue from which one produces the bricks in the moulds
and then constructs castles and fortifications to your own choice. Presumably this will be in 1:32
scale and I imagine that ingenuous characters could probably dp almost as well by.making moulds out
of plasticene and using plaster-of-Paris or some other material.

NAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED of 48 East View, Barnet, Herts, cater very thoroughly for the Naval
wargamer and their list contains fine ranges of Fleetline and Leicester Micro Models 1:1200 World War
II and Modern metal warships. Then, in the same scale, one can obtain Napoleonic and American Civil
War warships and in 1:3000 scale World War I and Pre-Dreadnought period vessels. In addition, they
sell Naval and Land Wargame Rules (most of the best known), dice. Ensign books, board*wargames, of a
Naval nature, etc., etc.

LAMMING MINIATURES of 45 Wenlock Street, Hull, HU3 IDA, have sent me a catalogue and samples of
their latest figures. Bill Lamming tells me that he is doing his own distribution and advertising now
and finds there are never enough hours in the day. If all his output are like the samples he sent me
then 1 imagine that this chronic complaint of his will continue because I was very impressed with
them. On a very pleasant horse was a Mediaeval knight complete with metal spear; then there were
some delightful Byzantine infantry with kontos and javelin together with an archer to support them.
Then there are some stocky, bearded and very aggressive looking Assyrians who, in their day were
probably one of the fiercest groups of warriors known to mankind. A lot of research must have gone
into these figures and they certainly achieve the desired affect, look extremely good even before
they are painted which speaks well for them at a later stage in their career. Foot figures are 9p
each; Mediaeval cavalry 21-Jp and other cavalry 20p with other prices for speciality items like
chariots and standard bearers, etc. I note from the catalogue that Bill puts out a valueable
accessory in Mediaeval weapons, tools, heads and crests at lOp per packet. His list also contains
some Mediaeval artillery such as a Crecy bombard, a catapult and a ballista; some Vikings; Napoleonic
artillery and a good range of both foot and horse of that period. It must be an uphill struggle for
a small maker to compete against the 'big boys' and, when his product is of a reasonably high standard,
they should deserve wargamers support. It is easy to say that a wargamer goes commercial and turns
out figures to make a profit, but that is not the beginning and end of it - no one can do this without
having not only a great deal of interest and affection for the hobby but also the willingness to work
long hours at a rate of pay which would make a Trade Union official scream with rage.

Peter Laing now seems to have settled in at his new address of Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas,
Hereford HRl 3BD, and has actually managed to get around to sending me the artwork for an advert in
stead of me having to build it up for him each month! I have never minded doing this because, like
Bill Lamming, Peter Laing works very hard- in a single-handed fashion and his output is prodigious by
any standards. He tells me that he has nothing new at the moment but hopes to have a batch of new
figures, mostly Ancients, ready in about 6 or 8 weeks. I am slowly becoming convinced that possibly
the claim that the wargaming figure of the future will be in 15mm scale is correct - after seeing
thousands of them beautifully painted up at recent Wessex Military Society Wargames meetings.

Incidentally, if you too wish to see masses of them in all their glory, then I can give you the
advance news that the Wessex Military Society have been commissioned by Arms and Armour Press to put
on a two hour demonstration of the Battle of Waterloo (NOT a wargame!) at their forthcoming Waterloo
Festival to be held on the 21st June at a big London hotel. Here, on a 16' x 6' terrain of Waterloo,
the spectators will be able to see some 4,000 well painted 15mm Napoleonic figures reproduce all the
fluctuations of that fateful day in Belgium in 1815 ;- with yours truly as the narrator! There will be
much more about this in the Newsletter at a later date when arrangements are finalised.

In addition to making the 1:150 scale (N gauge) card models of military vehicles, GREENING of
Knoil Cottage, Knoll Road, Dorking, Surrey, can now offer metal figures in the same scale. These
are minute individual figures of British infantrymen in the World Wars I and II style steel helmet.
I imagine it would be very easy to paint them up asGermans, Russians or anything else you fancy and
they do fill a long felt need to accompany this excellent and exceptionally cheap range of armoured-
fighting vehicles. The metal figures sell in 5 man packs at 25p per pack with postage and packing
extra.

How about the new HINCHLIFFE 54mm Zulu War range for using in Individual Skirmish wargaming?
The range includes British 24 Foot privates in a variety of positions (including a valuable "dead"
figure to take the place of a casualty) plus a selection of Zulus in different poses. Speaking from
personal experience, I can assure readers that Individual wargaming in this particular conflict is
fascinating. Of course, if it is not to your taste then what about using Hinchliffe's 54mm War of



Independence figures - Butler's Rangers in a suitable {grestry"setting could be built up into some
thing really memorable.

A few days ago at Tunbridge Wells where the firm of MINIATURE WARFARE in conjunction with the
Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society sponsored a one-day Miniature Warfare Tattoo, 1 had the opportuni y
of talking to a lot of old friends. One of them was that industrious and likeable character Ray
Seaton of WARRIOR FIGURES who travels all over the country putting his wares at the disposal of war-
gamers. Ray tells me that he has had a large number of his figures re-designed and all the masters
are now plated so that the castings come out of the mould in a much cleaner condition. As 1 have
said before, there is considerable charm in some of the interesting poses which Ray has placed his
figures and they are worthy of wargamers attention.

Another old friend whom 1 had not seen for years was Paul Lippett who is now making 90mm metal
figures. At the moment his range is small, consisting of Napoleonic and Seven Years War and Hundred
Years War. We have yet to wargame in this scale but, so impressive are these figures when painted,
that 1 feel we should all give ourselves a treat and buy at least one and really luxuriate in the
freedom gained by painting such a large figure as opposed to the so much smaller
devote our time at present. The Hundred Years War figures are so colourful as to make an excellent
decoration for anv lounge - my wife was extremely keen on some mounted knights until she found outS werrsfs^OOreS'send 40p to Lippett Figures, 46 The Old High Street, Folkestone, Kent CT20
IRN, for a beautifully illustrated catalogue.

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming; (Obtainable through this magazine).
1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. . \ x, m d +v,
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America; by Tonj Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone. „ ^
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Feathtrstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks,

armoured cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (06.00) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefield 55p (02.00),

IN MINIATBRE

IN TUNBRIDGE WELLS
(X)NFIDENTIA1 FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION.

TOP PBIOEITY INTELLIGENCE BEPORTS THAT COMPREHENSIVE WELL-STOCKED NEW StJPPLY BASE
ICR HOBBYISTS - MODEIMAKERS - WARGAMERS - COLLECTORS OF ALL AGES NOW ESTABLISHEDS aSS wEI^.!^TOP....PRIMARY OBJECTIVE TO PROVIDE STRONG «TH
EFFICIENT SUPPORTING SERVICES FOR ALL MINIATURE WARFARE FORCES IN T5E AMA....
"!TOP lATEST TYPES OF EQUIPMENT AND TROOP REINFORCEMENTS INCLUDING vbtjikAN

TOR ACTION....STOP....RECOMMEND CLOSE INSPECTION WEEK-DAYS
9.00 HOURS TO 17.30 HOURS....STOP.

AGENTS REPORT STEADY SUPPLIES AND WIDE RANGE OF PI*^C 8.
PIECES - DIORAMAS - MOLDELS - KITS - CONVERSIONS - TOOLS - MATERIALS - ADHESIVES -
PAINTS - BRUSHES - REFERENCE BOOKS - MAPS - PRINTS - ETC ••• .STOP... .WIDE RANGE OF
HANDICRAFTS & HOBBY KITS WILL ATTRACT NEW RECRUITS OF ALL RANKS....STOP....
POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION AS OPERATIONS AGENTS FOR AIRFIX - HUMBROL - HINCTCLI^ -
PHOmiX - BADGER - ARMS & ARMOUR - HEIMET - HISTOEEX - ETC....STOP....INDICATIONS
OF WIDESPREAD CAMPAIOi IN ADVANCED STAGES OF PREPARATION....STOP.

TOP SKRET INFORMATION....STOP....THIS NEWLY CONSTRUCTED BASE ̂
BASEIQMT SECTOR OF No.ISB THE PANTILES - IN THE HEART OF HISTORIC ™BHI^ WELI5 -
KEHT _ telephone. TUHBRIDGE WELLS (0892) 22684....STOP... .IDUITlFlED AS KEI
OPERATIONS CENTRE let MINIATnRE WARFARE DIVISION - No 1. COMPANY
mm DIRECTION AND COMMAND OF WIDELY EXPERIENCED CAMPAIOJERS G. ERIK & G. BUTLER.
•••vSTOP••••



BOOK

REVIEWS
THE SOLDIER'S TRADE - British Military Developments

1660- 191^ tiy Frederick Myatt. (8f" x 5i' ; 319 pages;
Mil.i? " rair.f? acdonald and Jane's - £3.75p).

•pPt'lt ^:

I
li'brarian and curator of the Weapons Museum at the School
of Infantry, Warmlnster, this hook is a mine of information
for the wargamer interested in the Horse-and-Musket period.
In fact, it goes beyond that at both ends because the
tactic sections begin in IO66 and end in 191^, besides
covering many aspects of military thought in other countries iJqFHRjl
of the world. The first two chapters on Small Arms and m
Artillery Weapons give a very clear and concise picture of
what the soldier had to fight with over a 250 years period
and are of value in assessing the effects and potentialities
of both small arms and cannon. The section on infantry
contains useful diagrams illustrating the movements used in
change of formation. The chapter on Cavalry really puts the
horsed arm into its correct prospective. But it is the tactical chapters which 1 consider will be of
most value to the wargamer although the section on sieges might stimulate interest in a much neglect
ed facet of our hobby. This is a well written and easily read book, dealing in many matters and a
knowledge of which is essential when compiling rules that are not only a pleasure topse but result
in a realistic and historically authentic table-top battle.

BRITISH MILITARY UNIFORMS 1768-1/96 by Hew Strachan. (8^" x 5i"; 384 pages; more than 70 period
prints^ Arms and Armour Press - £4.95p).

This volume records the changes in the dress of the British Army over a period when experiences
gained in the American Revolution had a significant effect on the evolution of uniforms. Its pages
contain official records, warrant orders and instructions extracted from the Public Record Office,
the War Office Library and the National Army Museum records - much of it never before published.
There are also authoritive passages from inspection returns, military manuals and regimental standing
orders of the period. In fascinating manner, the documentation takes the reader through the steps
that led to changes and amendments in dress and regimental distinctions. Absolutely invaluable to
the military collector and model soldier collector but also of great value to the wargamer specialis
ing in this period who desires his troops to be accurately attired. There is an Introduction by W.A.
Thorburn of the Scottish United Services Museum and the chapters deal in turn with the Army; General
Officers and Staff; Household Cavalry; Cavalry of the Line; Foot Guards; Infantry; Royal Artillery;
Engineers and Artificers. Yet another beautifully produced book which will greatly add to the repu
tation and status of its publishers.

UNIFORMS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION by John Mollo and Malcolm McGregor. (7f" x 5^"; 228 pages;
80 pages of coloured plates. Blandford Press - £2.25p).

This, the newest volume in the Blandford Colour Series, arrives at a time when the bi-centenary
of the American War of Independence is upon us. Written byawell-known expert on military dress and
illustrated by a first-class painter, the book covers in greatest detail the uniforms of the American,
British, German and French armies, Indians and Naval uniforms plus flags, head-dress and weapons.
Over and above that, there are chapters giving details of all these formations plus a short.history
of the various campaigns in which they took part. A most attractive and useful book which should
be of great value to those who are fighting in this increasingly popular period of military history.

uniforms OF WATERLOO by Philip Haythornthwaite illustrated by Jack Cassin-Scott and Mike Chappell.
(72" X 52"; 190 pages; 80 pages of illustrations in full colour. Blandford Press - £1.90p).

There can be no excuse for lack of knowledge of the uniforms and details of the Anglo-Allied, the
French and the Prussian Armies who were present at Waterloo in 1815. In addition there is a complete
Order of Battle for all the armies inv.lved. Each plate is fully described in the text. Personally,
I found the paintings, particularly of some of the Foot figures, to be not completely pleasing in that
they made some of the men look too small and others too big. Nevertheless, all the details, in full
colour, that are likely to be required are there.

NAVAL WARGAMES - WORLD WAR I AND WORLD WAR II by Barry J. Carter. (8|" x 5i"; 140 pages; 4 pages
of photographic plates; 19 diagram illustrations in the text. David and Charles - £3..95p).

Although its size and volume would seem to make this book rather expensive, there can be no
argument that eveiypage is packed with valuable information compiled and written by an enthusiast who
knows as much about naval wargaming as anybody of my acquaintance. Originally in the Wessex Military
Society, Barry J. Carter has the ability to impart his information and enthusiasm in a most readable
and understandable manner and, after spending last Sunday evening reading the book, once again I was
left wishing there were more hours in the day so that I could take part in naval wargaming, a sadly
neglected aspect of my table-top activities. Not only does the book give full and complete instruc
tions for reconstructing realistic and authentic naval actions in the.periods of World Wars I and II
but it also gives at great length details of suppliers of model ships, publications, rules, associa
tions, etc., - all information vital to the naval wargamer. The book also goes into boardgames and
suggests many styles and types of naval wargaming. I hope it does well because it deserves to.



AGINCOURT by Charles Kightly, " (9" x li" ^8 pages; 16 pages of colour, maps and diagrams.
Paper edition - £1.25p; hardback - £2.25p.)

Ever since writing my book "THE BOWMEN OF ENGLAND", I have had a very great deal of feeling for
the English archer and his role in the Hundred Years War so, when this well produced little book
came before me I viewed it with the greatest interest and approval. Needless to say, it does not
need any softening of criticism on my part because, in its own right, it is very well written, in
teresting and authoritive. Its coloured plates are well done and its maps amply illustrate the
course of this epic battle. Read it and feel proud of your ancestors!

THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783. This well produced soft covered book, (obtainable
from Tradition and other bookshops) tells the story of the American War of Independence in articles
written by many well-known historical writers such" as Major-General James Lunt, W.Y.Carman, Charles
Grant, Colonel Frederick P. Todd, Mrs. Anne Brown, Brigadier Peter Young, John Williams, Alan Caton,
and Howard Fox. It- is illustrated by woodcuts of the period, together with coloured plates and
maps, etc. The wargamer will find great value in the 8 full pages of uniforms of the various com
batants. In addition there are potted biographies of ail the leading characters on both sides.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED WARGAMES RULE BOOKS

THE NAPOLEONIC WARGAME by G.W.Jeffrey. (9f" x 7i"; 88 pages; 10 pages of pictures some coloured;
diagrams in text. Almark Publishing Company Ltd - £1.50p (soft covers)).

I am afraid that I got off to a bad start with this book because the author and the publishers
have not done themselves any favours by having a coloured cover and inside plates of blown-up photo
graphs of long out-moded 20mm figures - even the finest wargeunes figure is at a great disadvantage
when blown up to about five times its normal size but when they are figures which have long since been
superseded by far superior models then the effect tends to be grotesque. Then, on the very first
page in the Introduction the author states two basic contentions with which I am in complete dis
agreement. First he writes "My personal attitude to wargame rules is that they should be, as far as
possible, nothing more than tables of facts, which are referred to in order to determine the result
of situations on the battlefield. Some rules, for example, state categorically that nothing contrary
to the tactics of the period may be done. This is, to my mind, nonsensical ... it is my opinion that,
with a reasonable set of rules, based on sound principles, the player will find that the tactics of
the period are the best to use."

To my mind and I speak from some experience, nothing is more likely to put anyone off wargaming
than having to keep on referring to "tables of facts". The ideal rules to control a table-top war-
game are those which allow the game to flow along with an absolute minimum of consultation because
the basic simplicity of the rules allows them to become grooved in the players minds. Then, I find
it hard to see how a wargamer can achieve any confidence or pleasure from a situation where wargamers
are allowed to use tactics far beyond the conception of historical commanders. Otherwise, I
have the greatest respect for the thought, research and genuine knowledge that has gone in the pro
duction of this book. Its pages are packed with accurate and reliable information concerning com
parisons of the dimensions of formations, movement, firing and all the other details necessary for
wargaming. This makes it a very useful and reasonably priced guide for the young wargamer who
wishes to find, under one cover, most of what he requires to know when amassing Napoleonic armies.
He will not find much in the rules line that is new, because many of the recommended systems are,
without any acknowledgments, those devised (and discarded) by many well-known wargamers over the
past one and a half decades. For example, I believe Charles Grant described the Cannister frame in
a wargaming article in Tradition some years ago - and there are other methods which have appeared
in well-known books in the past. The author comes out strongly in favour of the "bounce" stick to
simulate the effects of Napoleonic artillery firing solid roundshot - well, it certainly will give
a reasonable resemblance to real life but, to those down South here, it is a method that has long
been superseded by seemingly superior systems. Nevertheless, the book is written with sincerity and
more than a little knowledge of the period so that, apart from its curiously dated air, it is worth
reading.

THE AGE OF MARLBOROUGH - European Warfare 1700-1720. (Hf" x 87"; 56 pages. Drillbook
Publications - distributed by Micro-Mold, 1-2 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex BN12 AQY.
Price £1.15p plus lOp postage).

Of course, it is completely unfair to attempt to review a set of rules without playing to them
on at least half a dozen occasions. Having said that, I think it is reasonable for me to claim
that I have enough experience in this hobby to be able to run through a set of rules and obtain
some idea of (a) how they would work (b) whether they would suit me personally. So far as (a) is
concerned, I imagine they will give as reasonable and realistic a game as any other rules in this
period providing you have the patience to go along with them. As I have frequently written in the
past, there are two sets of rules, one for friends who trust each other and those for the general
public who will seek to take advantage of wording and to interpret rules to their own advantage,
sometimes to the point of cheating. These rules fall into that category and the answer to question
(b) can perhaps quickly be answered by saying that out of the 56 pages,19 of them are closely typed
tables of figures! For my views on consulting tables, see the review above! Nevertheless, this is
a nicely turned out booklet which, as I have said already, will give a reasonably accurate, if slow.
wargame.

NAVAL WARGAME RULES FOR WORLD WAR II COASTAL WARFARE by B. Chalkley. (S" x 5"; 30 pages.
Navwar Productions Limited, 60 Jewel Road, London EI7 AQX. 50p).

A very nicely turned out soft-covered booklet which, to my untutored eye, seems to be packed
with the necessary information to cover the type of naval wargame its title indicates. Undoubted
ly it will need constant consultation but then I suppose the subject is a highly technical one which,
if it is to be authentically simulated, must be covered in some depth.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - March 1975. Beautifully laid out as always, contains well illustrated articles
on modelling the Fox armoured car using the new Airfix 1:76 scale Scorpion kit; The Scorpion in close-
up-a photo-feature; Peninsular War figure conversions; Renaissance Warfare - The Muscovites; Figure
conversions - Balaclava; British Army Uniforms-the 15th Foot 1750 plus reviews of new kits, models,
hooks, etc., etc.

ARQUEBUSlER - The magazine of the Pike and Shot Society - January-Fehruary 1975. The first of
their printed issues - looks good hut I could not see anything wrong with the old one! Packed with
information ahout the period and contains articles on a wargame hy George Gush; The First Civil War
as it affected North Wales; Extracts from old hooks on the Musketeers and Spaniards; The Swiss
Burgundian War 1A7A-1A77; Extracts from Memoirs of a Cavalier hy Daniel Defoe plus figure and hook
reviews, etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - Vol. 8: No. 2. Articles on Napoleonic
Naval Wargaming; The Rendel Gunhoat 1868-1885 plus reviews of rules, hooks, models, etc.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society — No. 1 1975. A much larger and improved
Bulletin with a pleasant pictorial cover. Contains all the latest news of the meetings, etc., plus
articles on Galloping Horse Positions; The Kingdom of Bavaria; Military Modelling; The Cuhan Chasseurs
1795; The National Exhihition; Conversion of an Airfix Kit to a Foreign Legionnaire 1851; Military
Scales and Sizes; plus illustrated notes on various historical uniforms.

THE BULLETIN of the Military Historical Society - February 1975. Contains artioles on Badges
and Buttons, uniforms. Colours and a very useful and full article on new hooks.

THE COURIER - Vol. VI, No.8. This very pleasant premier American wargames magazine contains a
fine article on a re-fought Jena-Auerstadt 1806 hy Fred Vietmeyer and his Midwestern Napoleonic War-
gamers Confederation; Banners and Flags of the Hussite Wars; The Arah Legion; The Katyusha Russian
rocket; a Military Quiz; Cavalry 1861; Wargame Rules for the English Civil War; The Battle Problem
Concept in wargaming; plus reviews of hooks, figures, magazines, etc.

DISPATCH - The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - Winter 197A-75. Contains
articles of interest to wargamers - The Black Watch 1857-72; Seaforths and Camerons in the River War
1896-98; French Foreign Legion 1865-70; plus hook, print and figure reviews.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY Club Magazine - February 1975. This enthusiastic magazine is
still going strong. Contains articles on The Gauls; Easy Airfix Conversions; Reserves in Wargames;
review of figures; plus very stimulating letters, and local news.

MILITARY MODELLING - March 1975. Packed with articles, pictures and information (although a hit
short on colour these days). Contains articles on Ninja, early Japanese warriors; The Solid Figure-
Down- to-Earth Modelling Techniques; Charles Grant on the Battle of Pydna 168 B.C.; illustrated report
on the Model Engineer Exhihition; plus very full reviews of the latest figures, hooks, kits, etc.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - March 1975. Packed with well illustrated material on the Modern Army. In
cludes articles on the Museum of the Royal Corps of Transport; Tamiya Military Models plus useful
articles on military records and hooks.

SWORD AND LANCE - Issue No.6. Nicely produced and full of good articles such as The Red Army
Man of 19'il; the Japanese Battle of Shizu—Ga—Take 1583; Converters Corner; Prussian Infantry in the
Waterloo Campaign; Helmets and Headdresses through the Ages; Elizabethan Naval Wargaming; The Model
Engineering Exhihition; The Dervish Army at Omdurman 1898; Highland Regiments; Multiharrel Firearms-
plus very good features on new figures, hooks, etc. '

TANKETTE - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine - June-July 1975. Seemingly
very late hut of great interest to the modernist wargamer. Contains excellent hook and model reviews
plus articles on the Panzerjager Anti-tank Battalion; Scratch Building and Converting; Soviet Heavy
Tanks of World War 11; The Daimler Armoured Car; Collecting Solids; a 17cm Kanone 18 1951; Conversion
of Airfix kits to early Panzer 111 models; Scammell Gun Tractor 1936 and some very useful tables on
conversions and scalings which is Hie result of a computer exercise!

Also received are two interesting and well compiled Newsletter - 1. The Whitehall Warlords No.l
- it belongs to the Wargames Club for Civil Servants in London (contact John Norris at DOE on 212
3099. It contains articles on the 18th Century Club Campaign plus an article on Brunswick Musketeer
Regiments of the Seven Years War. Then there is the Newsletter of the Solent Wargames Club of
Gosport, Hampshire, (David Meades, 88 Queens Road, Gosport, Hants) which is No,8, and in very good

Research Group Armour/Infantry Rules; Tanks Still no Easy Target

I  JNapoieonic

Wargames

In the Peninsular, Wellesley sought to maintain the advantages his riflemen had gained over the
French tirailleurs hy having a rifle armed company permanently attached to each infantry brigade that
aid not already contain such men. This measure increased the strength of the light troops in each
brigade hy 33/50^ whilst improving the accuracy of fire of the brigade.



NOnCEBOARD
1,000 Napoleonic 20mm metal figures for sale - British and French infantry advancing. Absolute

bargain at £A.50p per 100 postage free. P.Johnstone, Flat 3, 30A Craven Terrace, London W.2.
***********

I have a fair amount of material concerning the Russian Army of the Napoleonic and 1875-6
periods which some of your readers might like to tap for themselves. Russian forces are hard
ground", for most as I well know myself. J.D.Perkins, 99 Pleasant Street, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
Canada, DRY 3P7.

***********

I have recently started wargaming and have decided to build up a Napoleonic force representing
the Army of Naples under Murat. I should be extremely grateful if any readers of Wargamer s News
letter could provide me with any information regarding the facing colours of troops of all arms and
the uniforms and organisation of the cavalry and artillery.

Gary Warner, 47 Pwnherton Road, East Molesey, Surrey,

***********

A newly formed VICTORIAN MILITARY SOCIETY, is a group with interests in all aspects of Victorian
military affairs including battles, books, uniforms and wargaming. If you are interested in its aims
and objects write to Stuart A. Asquith, Victorian Military Society, 196 Torbay Road, South Harrow,
Middlesex HA2 9QL-

***********

The Hohne Wargamers Society meet every Saturday in Block 39, The Queens Dragoon Guards, Hohne.
Interested? Then come along, or write to Sgt. J.Keats, QDG, BFPO 30.

***********

pfiB SAIF- Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to Fe^uaryFOR SALE. bacK numo /Panada 30c each or 9 for ^A.OO plus 30c Bank Handling charge).

London WIV 9DA, at 30p including postage. Full year (.Marcn ly/^ reoiuaxy i j i
postage.

***********

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

19th/l3th Anril - Two day Wargame Exhibition WARFARE THROUGH THE AGES - DurhamloJMnSl - SALUTr75 - South London Warlords, Chelsea Town Hall, Kings Road, SW3. 10am on.
17th/l8th May - PRESENT ARMS 1975 organised by South-East Essex Military Society - Rochfor

Yniith Cpntre. Nr. Southcnd, Essex, « .

2Ath to 26th May - The Sealed Knot (The Society of Cavaliers) re-fight the Battle of Andover.
2Ath to 26th May - Tidworth Tattoo. „ , „ , , ^
31st May - First rehearsal Trooping the Colour, Horse Guards Parade, Londo .
3rd/^th/5th June - Household Division Beats Retreat, Horse Guards Parade, London.
7th June - Second Rehearsal Trooping the Colour.

17th 'tnQ^h'S^'RSL'limourefcorpfM^ Sat°R;treat, Horse Guards Parade, London.bIs^ ̂ une'- Armfand l^mou^sfwSloo Festival, Great Eastern Hotel, Liverpool St, London.
27th tc 29th June - Aldershot Army Display.
3rd July - Portsmouth Field Gun Show.
Ath/5th July - Royal Artillery (Woolwich) At Home.
5th July - Military Musical Pageant, Wembley Stadium.
3th/6th July - Sealed Knot present a re-fought Sedgemoor.
Lth July - Open Day, The Depot, Queen's Division, Bassingbourn, Hertfordshire.
12th July - Artillery Day, Larkhill.

^reryTeln^^dS'eve^ing fro7lAth°S"hS4 if a%ard^Conc°e?t°ai Kneller Hall Twickenham, with
a Grand Concert on the fourth Wednesday of each month.

***********
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NOW available:

GERMAN PARATROOPS 1940-1945

ALEXANDER THE GREAT,

GREEK INFANTRY

TIRANIAN ARCHERS

ALL £1.20 plus VAT

i®
I^icro Scale Iviacro Battles!

From 43 pence per pack of five items - See the
full range of the original Micro-Armour at your

local hobby shop

Cantpatgn Coloutsi
Canpaign Colours are a range of oil'bourwf poster paints
especially developed for the modeller.

The colours have been selected to cover all types of
mcdelling. For the best finish, it is advisable to paint
the model flat white before applying colour. The paints
have been specially compounded to dry slowly enough
to permit blending and shading on the model, and can be
applied in a thin enough coat to avoid masking even the
finest detail. The paint is non-toxic, light fast, and
dries to a matt finish. Some of the colours such as

•Sky Blue and Orange tend to settle out after storing, they
can easi ly be remixed by snaking or stirring.

Gold and Silver come in powder form and are best used
by first dipping the brush in Varnish Media and then into
the powder.

1 WHITE 17 FLESH

2 BRITISH SCARLET 18 GOLD

3 ORANGE 19 SILVER

4 YELLOW 20 VARNISH MEDIA

5 YELLOW OCHRE 21 FRENCH RED

6 CHASSEUR GREEN 22 CHESTNUT BROWN

7 FRENCH BLUE 23 BUCKSKIN 81 IFF

8 SKY BLUE 24 KHAKI

9 BROWN 25 POLISH CRIMSON

10 BLACK 26 TANK STEEL GREY

11 ROYAL BLUE 27 GRASS GRF=*"

12 PRUSSIAN DRAGOON BLUE 28 SAND

13 RIFLEGREEN 29 GERMAN,FitLD GREY
14 FRENCH ARTILLERY GREEN 30 BRITISlif PARK GREEf

15 MILITARY GREY 31 U.S. OLIVE DRAB

16 CRIMSON 32 GEBM^ BROWh

Plus 6 HORSE COLOURS.

Standard Jars Moaoca;
Gold 21 pence; ipence

Full Catalogue 50 pence (plus Spence postage)

neoj bope zyesign^ RotbBciR^y, norzthumBerzLanTDy a.k.

R. K. SUPPLES (MODELS) 11'^'
112. WAIMDSWORTH ROAD. LAMBETH. LONDON S.W.8

Phone
01-622 3862

TWO SHOPS IN ONE

Plastic Kits
A VAST SELECTION OF PLASTIC KITS IN STOCK.

For example:—

MFC, IMC, JO-HAN, AMT, REVELL, FUJIMI,

MONOGRAM, GAKKEN, BANDAI, ESCI, AIRFIX,

TAMIYA, NICHIMO, PYRO, HASEGAWA, MAX,

FROG, K & B,_ AURORA, EIDAI, OTAKI,
MATCHBOX, PROTAR, ITALAEREI, RENWALL,
AOSHIMA, L & S, LIFE LIKE, BULL, RARE

PLANES,ERTL,HINCHLIFFE,HISTOREX,Etc.,Etc.

LARGE RANGE OF:-

BRUSHES,PAINT,TOOLS.DECALS,AIR BRUSHES,

SPRAY GUNS, FILES, PLUS MUCH MORE.

SHOP HOURS

Mon-Frl 10.00 a.m.-7.00 p.m.

Sat. 9.00 a.m.-7.30 p.m.

Sun. 10.00 a.m.-2.00 p.m.

Boats, Aircraft Kits (WOOD)
VERON, WALLINGFORD, KEVAN, IRVINE,

RIPMAX, POWERMAX, MERLINE ENGINES, MAX

OS, VECO, GUILLOWS, KEIL KRAFT, McGREGOR,

WALTRON, FUTABA, COX, GRAUPNER,

BILLINGS, MERCURY, D.M.I., SOLARFILM KITS,

NOR-STAR, GOLOBERG, TOP ELITE, STERLING,

LINDOE, SATURN, FOX, PBM, JOLLY ROGER,

SVENSON.

A VAST SELECTION OF MARINE AND AIRCRAFT

FITTINGS:-

PROPS,WHEELS, DOPE,GLUE, BRUSHES, PILOTS,

TRANSFERS, FUEL, SOLARFILM, TISSUE, BALSA

WOOD, KINGSTON MOULDINGS, ENGINES, ELEC

TRIC MOTORS, RADIO CONTROL EQUIPMENT,

Etc., Etc.

SOME READ Y MADE PLANES AVAILABLE

MAIL ORDER WELCOME

SEND A LARGE S.A.E.

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

WERE

HERE TO

HELP YOU



JACKLEX PIGUBES BRITISH 20iniD

t]}t mobel jsliop
Queen Victoria's Sailors - Haval Landing Party

Seaman Advancing - 1S1 Seaman Rifle At Trail - NJ
Seaman Standing Firing - N2 Naval Officer Advancing - M

Send S.A.E. For Catalogue Of Pull Range

HINCHLIFFE2S mm

FOOT 9p Each MOUNTED 21p
MF3 11th-12th century cronbowman
MF4 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with

ipear

MF6 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with
sword

MF7 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with
halberd

WARGAME RESEARCH GROUP, ARMIES

AND ENEMIES OF EGYPT AND ASSYRIA
£2.30

ANCIENT WARGAMES RULES 1000 BC-
1 GOO AD SOp

ARMOUR/INF. RULES 90p

NEW FROM BLANDFORD

BOOKS

ARMY UNirORMS Of WORLO WAR II Cl.
UNIFORMS OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARE El.

20 mm HINCHLIFFE EQUIPMENT

WORLQ WAR II

20/22 German W.W.M I0.5<m Lifht Field HewUxer L/28
20/23 German W.W.H ISOcm Nebel Wtrfer
20'24 German W.W.II 7.S<m Lt. Inf. Gun
20/25 German W.W.II 7.Scm Pak 40
20.'26 German W.W.II 8.8cm Pak 43
20/27 Britiah W.W.II 17 pdr
20/28 German Hanorine E
20/29 Sritith W.W.II 7.2 Howicter E

GARRISON 25 mm

FOOT FIGS 7ip MOUNTED lip

Omcer
Infantryman armoured, ipear end ihield, itucklng
Infantryman armourad in reserve
Standard Bearer
Archer armoured, firing bow
Onarmoured Archer
Infantry, full mail armour, spear, ihield and bow In cue
Infantry unarmoured, spear and shield, etucking
Slinger unarmoured
Cavalry Officer
Cavatryman armoured with spear and shield
Assyrian Heavy Chariot and Crew

Cl Standard Baarer
C2 Officer
C3 Drummer
C4 Citixen ist Ctui helf^ermoured, with spear and ihleld in

reserve

CS Citizen Spearman Ist Clus attacking with spear
C6 Citizen Spearman Ind Clasi attacking
C7 Slinier. Balearic Mercenary
ClO Libyan unarmoured, spear and shitid atucking
Cl I Spanish Scuiris with heavy javelin shield
CCI Cavalry Officer
CC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
CC3 Cavalryman half>armourad. spear and shield
CCS Spanish Cavalry with spear and shield
57 War Elephant and Crew

GREEK

Gl Officer wearing Corinthian deubU'Crested helmet
G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite wearing Corinthian helmet. In reserve
G4 Hoplice
CS Trumpeter
C8 Peitest with apear and shield
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer
GIO Spartan Hoplitc in reserve

GI3 Peitut with javelin stucking
GC3 Cavalryman, half-armour, spear and shield wearing

Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured. with tpear and shield wearing

Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman half-armoured, attic helmet with javelin

PERSIAN

PEt Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 infantryman carrying apear, shield end bow in case
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Immortal's shield and tpear planted in ground
PE7 Unarmoured infantry with spear, shield and bow in caM. in

reserve'
PE8 Infantryman with javelin
PEC3 Cavalryman, unarmoured with bow in case
PEC6 Clibanaris with tpear. shield and bow in cue, ermoured

horse
PEC7 Camel Corps armoured with apear. shield and bow in case
S20 Persian Chariot and Crew

Tip

ROMAN EMPIRE

REI Tribune

RE2 Centurion
RE3 Signifer
RE8 Legionary attacking
RE7 Auxiliary with leainer armour, ipoar and ihleld
RES Slinger
REiO Asiatic armoured Archer
REC3 Cavalry armoured, apeer and shield

ROMAN REPUSLIC

RRI Stsndard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR4 Princercs
RRS Haitsti
RR6 Trisri
RR7 Veleci
RRCI Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman
RRC3 Cavalry Stsndard Bearof

Mail Order: Add 15p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only

01 - 427 - C587

!5t annt? roati.
Ijarroto.mibiix.



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.
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WAGRAM SMOltKSR '
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PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

iirniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiniiiiirra

C ARDS

.  imrcriale ^
r fty* ICMPEREUB
r \ NAPOLEON
=  AwrfideiMEMT
Z Jij**- niA«ariJABt»as

•

1  GETTYSBURG (Crucial Battleof the American Civil War) £5.95
2 WATERLOO (The Final Defeat of Napoleon) . .
3 D-DAY (The Allied Invasion of Europe 1944) . .
4 SY A LING RAD (The T urning Point of the Russian

Campaign)

5 AFRIKA KORPS (The North Africa 1941-43) . .
6 MIDWAY (Carrier Warfare in the Pacific)

7 BATTLE OF THE BULGE (Ardennes 1944)
8 BLITZKRIEG (Hypothetical Strategic Modern Warfare)
10 KRIEGSPIEL (Hypothetical Modern Warfare) ..
11 PANZERBLITZ (Tactical Warfare on the Eastern Front)

W.W.II) £6.95
12 LUFTWAFFE (Allied Bomber Offensive on Germany)
33 THIRDREICH(Rlse and Fall?)

Avalon H

0.3 1 MiRD REICH (Rise and Fall?) .. ..

ill Games
13 ORIGINS OF W.W.I I (The Power Struggle preceding

W.W.II) ^ ,
14 FRANCE 1940 (Germany's Invasion of France) . .
15 RICHTHOFEN'SWAR(T act leal Aerial Warfare W.W. 11)
30 PANZER LEADER (Tactical Warfare on the Western

Front)

16 OUTDOOR SURVIVAL (Manhunt in the Wilderness)
23 TACTICS II (Two Nations In Conflict)
24 1 776' (Loss of the American Colonies) . .
28 JUTLAND (Only Naval Fleet Action in W.W.I)
29 ANZIO (Battle for Italy) . .
31 CHANCELLORSVILLE (Classic Battle of the

American Civil War)
32 ai py amhcd-rue r«Di-a-t „

ALEXANDER THE GREAT (Classic Ancient Battle) . .
THE GENERAL MAGAZINE Subscriptions 6 issues £3.90 post free Single copies 65p

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STORE Retailers'Inquiries welcomed Overseas Orders welcomed
or in case of difficulty, direct, pAp. 40p per game. U.K. only li- . r-i . ^

,  646 High Rd., ISI. Finchiey N12 ONL 01-445 6531

FOR WARGAMES, COLLECTOR'S

PIECES, etc.

FOR ALL THINGS COLLECTABLE

EMPLOY AND ENJOY THE SERVICES OF

AN EXPERT.

STEPHEN P. WRIGHT

The Wakefield Coin and Stamp Centre
7 Silver Street, Wakefield. Tel. 72510

CLOSED WEDNESDAY



HOME a AAAY
IT has occurred to us that we have been wasting everyone's time
■quoting prices to U.S,A- by surface mail. Whatever other differences
there may be between U.K. and U.S.A. wargamers we will lay a shade
of odds that they share the normal impatience of their kind. Therefore,
we will in future quote Air Mail in prices for U.S.A. The prices will be
complete, and will include currency changing charges, as we will take
personal cheques. If any order is for more than one book, then deduct
40 cents for each additional volume covered by the one payment.
To start off, then, we will quote our full range:

Wargame Rules
Ancient 1000 BC-1000 AD—Now in 4th edition and 6th year, with
suggestions for use of 15mm figures and a Sword and Sorcery supple- \
ment. U.K. £1.00 post free. U.S.A. $3.90.
1750-1850—Covers not only Napoleonic but American War of Inde
pendence and Wars of Liberation anywhere in the period. U.K. 55p.
U.S.A. $2.50. ■ 1
1925-1975 Infantry Platoon Action—Most adaptable, can cover
Infantry action, with Support, in 1939-45, Korea, Guerilla warfare, etc.
U.K. 55p. U.S.A. $2.50.
1925-1950 Armour/Infantry—A11 aspects of tactical land action in
the period shown. Especially recommended for the ultra small scale I
models (see SKYTREX ad.). U.K. 95p. U.S.A. $3.90.
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry—Follows on from the previous set,
bringing you right up-to-date with the latest weapons, and much
augmented Air Attack section. U.K. £1.10. U.S.A. $4.20.
Ancient Naval 1000 BC-500 AD—Specially designed for using
large numbers. Squadrons and Fleets, on hexagon 'seas'. U.K. 70p.
U.S.A. $2.60.
We mentioned SKYTREX. They have all the back-up material in the
shape of models, dice, etc.—see their advert.

Reference Books
Armies of Macedonian and Punic Wars—350 BC-150 BC. Over
70 black and white drawings of troop types, etc., with text on clothes,
equipment, and tactics and organisation. U.K. £1.30. U.S.A. $5.00.
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome—150 BC-600 AD—1 20 +
drawings, etc. U.K. £1.80. U.S.A. $6.50.
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt and Assyria—3000 BC-
600 BC—120 drawings, etc. U.K. £2.30. U.S.A. $7.20
Warfleets of Antiquity—Major Naval campaigns of the Ancient
World, shipbuilding and tactics, with 20 scale drawings of warship
types. U.K. £1.90. U.S.A. $7.60 (it's a bit weighty).
Setting up a Wargames Campaign—Most readable, instructive,
and entertaining—all you need to know about setting up mythical
countries, organise and 'populate' them, etc. U.K. £1.65. U.S.A. $5.90.
We have two more that will be ready shortly:
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars—Probable price U.K. £2.30.
U.S.A. $7.20.
Hsiang Ch'i, the Game of Chinese Chess—Complete primer on
this most fascinating form of Chess, with examples and including a
small board and pieces. Probable price U.K. £2.20. U.S.A. $7.00.

Games
Decline & Fall—A game for 4 diabolical players, one trying to hold
on to the Empire while the others, as Goth, Vandal, and Hun, try to take
it (and each other) over. U.K. £3.60 incl. post and VAT. U.S.A. $9.50
SURFACE.

SEASTRIKE—Ultra modern Naval warfare—no board needed, brings
in decision making right from the start—18 different objectives, and
many, many options. U.K. £4.50 incl. post and VAT. U.S.A.
SURFACE. il^oy
We dare not quote Air Mail costs for the games—sufficient to say, they
frighten us, but we will gladly quote any aficiondo in the States who
wishes to know.

All from

Wargames Research Group
75, ARDINGLY DRIVE,
GORING-BY-SEA, SUSSEX, ENGLAND
(The better type of model shop in U.K. stock our products)

ATTENTION SCIEKCE FICTION WARGAMERS

The first of a NEW series of S-F
Wargames Rules from the Interstellar
Wargames Group -

MARINE!

Wargame rules simulating an action in
which a starship is boarded.

These rules introduce 22nd Century
small arms, war robots, and Marines.

These will be followed soon by rules
covering all aspects of warfare in this
period, including Stership Vs Starship
combat, and Invasion of other planets
of inferior technologies, like 20th
Century Earth and others.

MARINE! Costs 50p plus 8p p&p, fromj

Jim Wallman
The Interstellar Wargames Group
6o, Bickersteth Road
LONDON SW17 9SQ

1  i 1*1 Zrf n I *1 ̂  presents
THE FIRST IN ANEW SERIES OF RULESFOR WARGAMES ^
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The age of Marlborough Wargame
Rules have been thoroughly tried
and improved during the past three
years and are now offered to the
enthusiastic Wargamers who wish
to recreate the battles of this

o' period.

® Price £1.15
^  (Please add lOp postage when
~  ordering direct)

copy^'®'* .. .-.V. ..v.--,-v> '
DriUbook Publications are distributed by

MICRO-MOLD
Telephone: Worthing 46999

1-2 UNIFAX, WOODS WAY
GORING-BY-SEA
WEST SUSSEX BN12 4aY



OIM!
(MINIATURE MODELS)

11 CYRIL ROAD. SPRINGBOURNE. BOURNEMOUTH DORSET BH8 8QE

I5mm METAL WARGAME FI&URES

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR RANGE

INFANTRY; I5p per pack of 5

A.C.W.I. Regular in kepi advancing
A.C.W.2. Regular in hat advancing
A.C.W.3, Zouave advancing
A.C.W.4. Sharpshooter in kepi lying, firing
A.C.W. 5 Sharpshooter in hat lying, firing
A.C.W.6, Sharpshooter in kepi standing; firing
A.C.W.7. Volunteer in kepi advancing
A.C.W.8. folunteer in kepi, blanket roll, advancing
A.C.W.9. Volunteer in hat advancing
A.C.W.10. Zouave volunteer in kepi advancing
A.C.W.II. Volunteer in kepi standing
A.C.W. 12. Volimteer in hat walking
A.C.W.13. U.S. Colour group
A.C.W.14. C.S. Colour group
A.C.V/.I5. Dismounted trooper in kepi kneeling, firing
A.C.W.15. Dismounted trooper in hat kneeling, firing
A.C.W.17. U.S. Marine advancing
A.C.W.18, U.S. Marine Colour group

CAVJIRY: 20p per pack of 3

A.C.W.30. Trooper in cape and kepi charging
A.C.W.31. Trooper in hat with pistol charging
A.C.W.32. Colour group in kepis
A.C.W.33* Colour group in hats
A.C.W.34. Horse holder in kepi and 3 riderless-horses
A.C.W.2^5. Horse holder in hat and 3 riderlass-horses

ARTILLERY: Various prices

A.C.W.50. I2pdr. Napoleon and limber (6 part kit) 25p.
A.C.W.51, Limber horses (3) 20p.
A.C.W.52. Limber horses with riders in kepis (3) 20p
A.C.W.53* Limber horses with rider in hats (3) 20p.
A.C.W.54. Artillery-men in kepis (5 figs.) I5p.
A.C.W.55. Artillerymen in hats (5 figs.) I5p.

NOTE; Starred items to follow

COMING SOON; Napoleonics - Peninsular War Period
To keep costs down all figures are supplied untrimmed, should
any cleaning up be necessary a small knife and needle file
will enable good results to be obtained.

ftjrtnefs: DESIGN • RAE & TONY PAUL , PRODUCTION • SHEILA & CHRIS REES



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA
CORONET MINIATURES a New Range of Figures from Canada in 54mm.
C-BI Northwest Mounted Policeman. 1884. Winter Dress. £2.25
C-B2 Polish Winged Hussar (kit of 52 pieces) £2.55
C-B3 13th century Knight, choice of War or Tournament lance head, with

Helm or bareheaded £2.55
C-B4 I3ch cenfury Squire £2.25
C-B5 Pict. (55 BC) £2.25
C-B6 French Foreign Legionnaire in Mexico (1863-67) with kepi or

bareheaded, separate Sombrero £2.25
C-B7 Yeoman of the Guard (1520) £2.25
ALL the above in kit form. V.A.T. Not included ADD 8"u

NEW 80mm PEWTER FIGURES BY CHARLES STADDEN
CSI British Grenadier, 1750, throwing grenade
CS2 Private, Coldstream Guards, 1815
CS3 Private. Scots Guards, 1830
CS4 British 'Para', present day
CSS American Continental Line in Winter Dress (Buckskin Shirt).
ALL AT £2.50 EACH

STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted kits, also
90mm figures, 25p (post 5p), 30mm list ISp (post 5p). Prices 54mm foot £1.25,
mounted kits £2.00, 90mm figures £2.95, 30mm figures ISp foot, 60p mounted.
NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers £8.20.
FORGE only £3.00. 742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809.1812 in short tailed jacket and
hungarian boots, 1812-1813 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods Elite or Centre Co
available £1.65 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-1815. Master Artificer and
Artificer in full dress 80p each. Smith working at anvil, Assistant Smith operating
bellows. Artificer carrying bucket and tools, pack of three only £1.65. We carry a
large stock of Historex kits and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London
and Surrey. Catalogue 90p. post 8p, spares list free (send S.A.E.)

Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits Foot
£1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.

TROPHY. All S4mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1. French Musketeer
1565 90p. Landsknecht £1. Samurai £2.20. Mounted; 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine
Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman £2.50.
NEW. Polish Winged Hussar £3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.
MEN O' WAR complete stock, all figures in kits at £2.50 each.
LASSET-SANDERSON-CAMEO-GARRISON. All the Greenwood and Bali
range stocked. Catalogue 40p (post 8p) lists them all.

'BYGONE AGE' series carriages
I9ch Century 'Hansom' cab (one horse required) £3.40
19th Century 'Royal Mail' coach (c. 1820), (four horses required) £5.94
Horses each £1.75
Victorian Street Barrel Organ £2.95

PHOENIX

54 mm. (l/32nd Scale) Figures:
N3 Imperial Guard Lancer (Polish). 1815, (mounted) £3.00

'Napoleon Advancing'—Napoleon seated on sofa (F14) with reclining lady
(Rl), complete set £4.40

RI2 Subaltern, Coldstream Guards 1815, Mess Dress carrying hat and gloves £1.32
RI3 Ditto with hands behind back
RI4 Senior Captain, Royal Navy 1800-1812, evening dress £1.32
RI5 Capitaine or Chef de Bataillon, French imperial Guard I80I-I8I5, in

Tenue de Societe, holding hat £1.32
R16 Ditto arms akimbo (on hips) £1.32
Bl 'Adolf Hitler", 1940-45, standing, in long leather greatcoat and peaked cap £1.50
RI7 Hussar and Lady, dancing, 1815. (Set of two ftgures.)
RI8 Cavalry Officer, casual dress, seated in writing position, circa 1815 £1.32
RI9 'Regency' period lady playing pianoforte (complete set) £3.93
Complete Range stocked. Catalogue 40p (Post Bp)
HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as they are
released, see HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue, or send for the new catalogue
SOp (post 8p) or the current White List 8p (post 5p).
CLEAR ACRYLIC DUST COVERS, one-piece moulding. NO joints, very strong
—only one size 3y in. x 3y in. x 3j in., base not supplied SOp each. Ideal for 2 or 3
54mm figures or small 30mm or 25mni dioramas.
AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risiey, Cavalier, Bugle and
Guidon. Old Guard, Vallance, Valiant—Superior 90s and Little General. Figures are
coming and going all the time so please place specific order and if vye have in stock
we'll put on one side or order it for you. As from February we will issue a list of
American figures in stock. The list will be updated every two months and will cost
30p for 6 issues.
PAINTED FIGURES. We have a number of Stadden 90mm Series 77 foot and
mounted. We can once again offer a painting service but for only 54mm and above;
Send S.A.E. for list of charges.

OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Caialogue £1.00, post 5p). Ensign
Miniatures. Tamiya and Air^ix.

SHOP HOURS FROM S
7th JAN '75

I"
Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat 9.15 to 6 p.m.
Sunday, 10.00 to 4.30 'SO towest
CLOSED, Monday & Tuesday Wickham Rd
NO parking meters or yellow lines and — "i ̂
wardens to worry you.
MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only, over £5 — ^
free, add ISp for orders under £5. Overseas 'Z
Mail (surface) add 20 per cent to order total. ^ 00

fm\A
ORDERy

k  Specialists in Metal /
^  Military Miniatures iJ
JJ 103, WALSALL ROAD,
^  LICH FIELD. STAFFS.

Telephone Lichfield 53180

ARE YOU HAVING
DIFFICULTY

OBTAINING PLAKA PAINTS?

LOOK NO FURTHER, WE HAVE ONE OF THE
LARGEST STOCKS OF THIS PA INT INTHE COUNTRY

FANTASTIC VALUE @ 25p PER loz JAR. LASTS AGES
11 Yellow 28 Deep Madder
15 Orange 32 Red Violet
18 Yellow Ochre 30 Blue

55 Dark Brown 36 Turquoise
52 Red Brown 44 Green

20a F lesh 47 Deep G reen
24 Vermilion 1 White
22 Carmine 72 Grey

NEW LARGE SIZE JARS 1%oz @ 37p. These will supersede the
loz Jars when stocks are exhausted.

BLACK 35 Deep Blue.

SILVER AND PALE GOLD @ 39p

Post/Packing, 1 jar lOp, 2 jars 15p, 3 jars 20p, 4 jars 25p,
5 jars SOp, 6 jars 40p. 12 jars SOp.

WHY NOT DROP US A LINE?

WHAT CAN
WE SAY?
First maybe we ^ B*'® vLNS NcroNTUBts M OK
Should show you how to find us...
Or maybe you find It kind of difficult to get to us (especially If
you are In Hong Kong, Brisbane or Alaska!). Well, don't fret, we
run a pretty good mail order service tool O.K. you say, so if we
get there or write, what have you got that's different? Well, how
about Valiant 54mm figures. Yes, all of them. Or maybe you're
looking for one of the best sources of scale paper models? You
just found it! Perhaps your thing is figures and A.F.V. s In plastic
or metal in all shapes and sizes from the world's leading manufac
turers from 300th to 1/15th scale, O.K. you got it! Oh, and by the
way, you know those 700th and 1200th scale ships you never seem
to be able to find, well we have them all. As for those books on
Heraldry so you can paint those Lasset knights we stock, well forget
it, we have them as well.

We hope you have got the message. If It's a plastic or metal figure
from 30mm upwards, try us. If it's a ship kit in plastic or metal, try
us. If it's any kind of scale model in paper, try us. If it's a reference
book on things Maritime, Military, general modelling or rules for
your wargame, try us. For your Avalon Hill war games as well. If
you prefer to collect painted figures or finished dioramas, try us,
you will find our standard exceptionally high.

15 EXHIBITION ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.7

Tel: 01-584 2758

Hours: Monday to Saturday 10 a.m. - 6.30 p.m. Sunday 2-5 p.m.
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Specially Animated 54mm,"Scotland Forever, Waterloo 1815.

m
(Chas. C. Sladden Miniatures

® ® <9

We at Tradition have been creating our internationally renowned miniatures for the most discriminating collectors of
military figures for more years than we care to remember. Chas. C. Stadden, the world-famous master sculptor heads our
studio of skilled craftsmen, who today still rigorously maintain the very highest standards of quality and authenticity.

Our Stadden 30 mm: (l5D-60p unpainted), 54 mm - individually animated - (from £1-25 unpainted and £7-75 painted);
80 mm (£2-50 unpainted, £8-75 painted) and 90 mm (£2'95 unpainted. £8-75 painted) are all outstanding masterpieces of
incomparable workmanship.
Their spectacular display brings dioramas. War Games and mass pre.sentations of practically any period vividly to life.

The special Tradition 25 mm figures will be of particular interest to all wargamers, who are invited to write for a seps'.rate
list. Books, paintings, plates, colouring instructions and many other items arc also included in our .services. Why not con tact
us for further details?

Alternatively you are welcome at any time to visit our extensive premises at 188 Piccadilly, where you may see complete
ranges of all our figures on view - also a vast assortment of militaria which are sure to
gladden the eye and quicken the pulse of every enthusiast.

So, whenever youVe thinking of deploying more troops, remember:
"Tradition has it... "

FRENCH CARABINIER

1815

One of our specially
animated

90 mm mounted

figures.
Details to be

announced later.

(80 mm) Paratrooper, present day
(80 mm) Private, Flank Company, Scots Guards, 1830
(80 mm) American in hunting shirt, 1777

TipaidLittioiOL
188 Piccadilly, London, WIV 9DA.
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YOU CAN SUCCEED WHERE
GEORGE WASHINGTON FAILED.

TheAmerican soldierofthe
Revolution 1775 is another addition to the
54mm Collectors Series.

Thesesoldierswhofoughtunderthe
command of George Washington wore
many variations ofdressand although he
triedtoachievesomeuniformity by issuing
dress regulation orders,dueto desperate
shortages, he neverachieved this aim.The
uniform and equipment continued to vary
among Washington's troopl

Th is Ai rfix figu re represents a n
infantryman clad in one of the styles
adopted by the patriots afterthe declaration
ofwarinl775.

There are several alternatives when
modellingthiskitThefigurecan bean NCO
carryingthespontoon era standard bearer
or an infantryman carryingthe musket,
tomahawk or sword.

The pack hasa ful l painting guide and
there is a template to be used for cuttingthe

be Its a n d stra ps of th e u n ifo r m f ro m th e
plastic sheet provided.

Thefine details of the musket, water
bottle,ammunition pouch, back packand
uniform have al l been authentically
reproduced in this 21 part kit.

New to the world's biggest range
of construction kits.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


